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On May 22 and 23, 1980, a joint ip of representatives from
ter education institutions and urgaul met in Washington, D.C. to
uss the utility of HEGIS finance di...1 s institutional and higher

educational sector comparisons Areas of rH r concern discussed by the
study group included ways of i:aproving the comparability and consistency
of HEGIS finance data and ways of highlighting problems relative to the
use of HEGIS finance data for research pw-poses. The principal products
developed by the study group included:

caveats outlining potential problem areas in using HEGIS finance
data fo comparison purposes;

recormmendations for improving the way i.n which HECIS finance data
are collected and disseminated; and

3. four issue papers,AeScribing the*experienceh of higher education
institutions,state coordinating hoards, and research
organizations in using HEGIS finance data.

This report contains the prOceedings, in addition, a brief section,
highlighting the development of the HEGIS'finance survey as well as
references listing HEGIS datastudies.
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Introduction

The joint study group on the utility of HEGIS finance data was formed=

to address issues surrounding the increased-use of HEGIS finance data in
conducting institutional and.intersector comparisot. The following
section briefly,summarizes the development of the-hEGIS,finance survey and
outlines __purpose of the study group.

Background of the HEGIS Finance Survey

Development of the Survey

In 965, the National Center for Education*atistics (WOES) was
established to produce-statistics on educational institutions and to
supply data to the Congress and the public. Since 1966, NCES has
collected information on enrollment, student characteristics,-financial
statistics, earned degrees, staff characteristics, and other areas of
interest to the higher education community. In that year, NCES
implemented a coordidated data collection system.. A yearly survey packet
was developed that :contained all the'forms for several area surveys, each
with its own separate dee date. The schedule contained in the packet
enabled institutions to know in advance the type of information required
for each survey. 'Financial, data, for'example, were collected with a form
entitled "Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher Education." This
form-was used to- .gather data on current funds revenues and expenditures,
physical plant assets, indebtedness' on physical plant, and endowments.

In 1933; NCES sponsored e\=Jorking group of members of the American
Institute of:Certified PublicAccOuritants -(AICPA)i the National
Association of College and'University Business Officers (NACUB0),and the
National Center for-Higher Education ManagementSystems (NCHEMS). This
group coordinated definitions.and,data structures for the AICPA's Audits

.of Colle es and Universities, NACUBWa'Administrative Service, and NCHEMS'
Higher Education' inanca Manual. ,In fiscal 1975, NCES adopted-the
definitions and structures produced by this group for its collection of
current funds expenditures and .avenues data. Thbug.6 these changes
facilitated the reporting process, they also made it:difficult to conduct..
historical trend analyses using HMS finance data.:- With the exception.of
a number of minor revisions, the structures and definitions adopted by
NCES in 1975 have remained unchangpd,through 1980

A Review of Studies That Have Used HEGIS Financial St at

A quick review of some Studies that have used HEGIS finance data will
provide some examples ofwhat'has bean done and what can be done with
HEGIS finance data. The reader should note that the studies outlined
below are not intended to encompass all possible uses of HEGIS data but
merely to provide the reader. with some perSpective on how HEGIS data haVe
been used in the past.



In 1972, after corresponding with institutions providing data for
HECTS, NCES made available-detailed financial data in machinezreadable
form. This permitted several states to use'such data without the expense
of a :separate survey. Several states immediately used available HEGIS
data for their own analyses of institutional finances. The State of
Nebraska in 1975, for example, used REGIS finance data of comparable,
institutions to determine the adequacy of financing for the University of
Nebraska (relative to Big Eight institutions) and community colleges
:relative to those of surrounding states). In this instance HECIS date
were supplemented:by additional datd-frOM'Big Eight institutions,
particularly with regard to enrollments by department and in
interprdtations of individual institutional data. This analysis led, over
the next Several years, to the development of a -REGIS -based reporting
systeM in the state and to continued use of comparative data.

Another instance in which REGIS finance data were used in addressing
state policy issues occurred in New York. The New York Temporary
Commission on the Future of Postsecondary Education was concerned about
the.condition of independent colleges and universities in New York as well
as the financial problems of public institutions in New York City.. It had
commissioned a study .(releaSed_in 1977) of independent institutions, which
used five financial indicators,: enrollment share, one-year and three -year
ratios of income and expenses, debt per student, and annual debt service
per student. The report-identified institutions -whose financial
indicators were judged to be outside an "acceptable range." This approach
relied on opinions of experts to determine the value range for "financial
distress," and the results were used for decisions on the funding of
independent institutions.. At the'same time, the New York State Education
Department was establishing a data base called DATACORE. This data base
included.risponses of New York:institutions to the HEGIS survey and a
supplement that requested. additional information,'particUlarlY on student
financial aid. This data base has been available since 1974 and from it
New York periodically publishes` financial profiles of stateaidedcolleges
and universities. Financial indicators, such- as the ratio of tuition to
educational and general expenditures,-are available in the profiles.

The State of New Jersey has.alsb used HECK' finance.data to address
state policy issues -The New Jersey Commission on Financing Postsecondary
Education made an extensive study e2 nationwide HEGIS enrollment and
finance. data. The commisSion:developed a set of financial' idicators to
analyze the financial condition of institutions, particularly the New
Jersey colleges and universities:- In 1977,_it recommended an increased
funding level for both public and private institutions.

At the national Jeyel,' the federal goVerament has used AEGIS data to
establish several general economic indicators for the educational sector.
Developedbyb=, Kent Halstead, these indicators include the Higher.
Education FriCe Index, Research and Development Price Index, Capital
Equipment index, and the Construction and Equipment Index. ,They are
available by type-of institution. The construction of these indicators is
msed-on expenditure weights, calculated in part froM REGIS finance data.



A recently published study by Marilyn McCoy and D. Kent Halstead,
entitled Hi her Education Financin in the Fir. .° States: Interstate
Comparisons, Fiscal Year 1976, also used HEGi.; 1.nance data to provide
stateby-state comparisons of several financial factors. The study
highlighted recent trends in the support of higher ed6cation by such
sources as state and federal funds and tuition; and described the extent
to which state appropriations have kept pace with enrollment shifts an,!
changes in the inflation rate. While the McCoy-Halstead study was_more
comprehensive than any study yet published, it suffered from limitations
inherent in the data used. One of the objectives of the HEGIS study group
was to identify these data comparability problems and to recommend ways ef
improving the utility of HEGIS finance data.

The list of references at the 614 of this document contains a number
of studies in whichHEGIS finance data have been used . The readeris
encouraged to consult these materials for additional information on the
use of HEGIS financial statistics._

Purpose of the Joint Study Group on the Utility of HEGIS-FipanceData,

On May 22- and 23,-- 1980, a joint study group of higher education
institutional, state, and federal representatives was convened in
Washington, D.C. to identify issues Concerning the utility of HEGIS
finance data for:institutional and higher education sector comparisons.
'Areas of principal concern in terms of the utility of HEGIS financetlata-
related to the consistency and eOmparability of the data collected. The
principal objectives of the study gro40,-therefore, were (I) to review -
current uses of HEGIS finance data; (2) to examine problem areas related
to the utility of HEGIS finance data; and (3) to outline.recommendations-
and mechanisms whereby the utility of HEGIS finance data could be
improved.

The following sections outline the prOceedings of the study group,
including a discusision of some possible uses of HEGIS finance data for
identiJication of problem areas and a list of specific:recommendations.



Chaptt

Potential Users..and Uses of HEGIS Finance Da
Identified by the Study Group

In order to more clearly define problems associated with the utility
of HEGIS finance data, the study group devised a two dimensional grid to
highlight potential uses of the data. This grid'is depicted in the figure
below. It should be noted that the taxonomy shown in the figure describes
potential and not suggested users and uses of HEGIS finance data Among
the potential users of the data identified .by the-study group were:

o federal-policy lySts,-
o regional associations,
o state higher education groups or systems, and
o institutions.

Potential REGIS data uses identified by he'group included:

. 7 ,

o policy/issue analysis,
o planning,
.0 budgeting,
(3 identifying peers, and
o financial indfdators or diagnosis..

POTENTIAL. HEGIS DATA USES

POTENTIAL USERS
Pt+liey /Issue

Analyses Planning Budgeting._
Finding
-Peers- Diagnosis

Federal Policy
-Analysts

Regional Associa
tions

State Higher
Education Groups
or Systems

InStitUtionS
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potentialusers-and functions of HECIS finance data,
the study group noted that HEGIS data.were'often used by institutions and
states prior to their publication by NCES and frequently used in
combination with additional data from other sources. A more complete
analysis of potential-data-users and functions of HEGIS finance data is
outlined below.

Users of HEGIS} Finance Data

At the national level HEGIS finance data are used by national policy
analysts. Nationiraggregates are made available by NCES to assist
federal- policyjormulation and administrative program evaluation. Federal

policy is concerned with trends in higher education as a whole, including
the -growth,Of the enterprise, its financial condition, and overall
enrollments. Federal policy may also be Concerned-wth interstate
comparisons. For example, the federal government may wish to know if
federal Cunds to higher education are equitably distributed, among the
states. At the institutional level federal policy may focus on-the effect
various institutional. and student aid programs have'On the financial
condition of institutions or sectors:

A second group of HEGIS data users exists at the regional level. The
Southern. Regional Education Board (SREB),.for example, uses -HEGIS finance
data bp' summarize median revenue and expenditure trends for its member
institutions. The data are made available to SREB by the states and SREB
makes. these institutional statistics available on a regional basis.

The third level. of HEGIS data users are the states, which prepare
comparative data summaries from HEGIS data. Iowa, for example, makes
institutional data available yearly for both public and independent
institutions. For many institutions in Iowa, this comparison provides the
best indication of progress, or setbacks in changes in their financial
wellbeing.

Finally, institutions use HEGIS summaries for their own analytical
studieS. -Often these 'data are supplemented with information from other
'sources and.the information is used in .compariiig institutional,performanCe
with, national trends. En thi6 regard if should 3e noted that institutions,
often share data that are based on HEGIS definitions. An example of
institutional use of HEGIS finance data is contained in a ,joint NACUBO,
ACE, AACJC, andNCES study, entitled "Comparative Financial Statistics for
'Community. and Junior Colleges: 1978-79." This study combines recent
HEGIS-data-with information from several other 'sources to calculate
operatidg statistics oa.yrevenues and expenditures per TTE student. One of

the principal.purposes/ef the study' was to aSeist institutions in
preparing-meaningful Analyses of-how their performance related to 'peer

groUp norms. In a similar manner,'the Florida Boar& of Regents used
national figures on finance comPared,with enrollments in order td. compare
the operation of Florida's universities with that. -f other states.

Potential Uses of-.HEGIS Finance Data

'The _second dimension highlighted in
.

the figure relates to the
potential functions of HEGIS finance data. The first function_fdr which
REGIS finance information can be used is that.of issue oriented policy_ _
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analysis. REGIS finance data, for example, can be used to examine the
impact of institutional aid on institutions. It should be noted that the
use of HEGIS finance data in issue-oriented policy analysis is highly
dependent on the quality and timeliness-of the data and, as a. result,
policy analysis often must couple REGIS data with data from other sources.

-A second potential use of REGIS finance data relates to planning.
Institutions, college and university systems, and states often use AEGIS
data to examine revenue and expenditure patterns over time. These types
of analyses can provide valuable-information on trends that need to be
considered in. developing future financialiplans. rn a similar manner.,
HEGiS finance data can aid in the budgeting,_ process 'by providing an
overview of higher education expenditure and. revenue patterns-at-the-state'
and national level.-' It is important to note, however, that REGIS finance
data are only one of many resources available for use-in the planning and
budgeting process.

One of the most frequent uses of REGIS -finance data is in the
identification of peer institutions. REGIS finance data can be used with
other7#14EGIS data to identify groups of` institutions having similar
programs, student markets, and resource patterns. More detailed
information can then be acquired from these institutions to provide the
basis for- more detailed peer gioup analyses,

Finally, trends in REGIS financial information may be used to
highlight specicic strengths and weaknesses. A rough diagnosis of
financial condition 'using REGIS finance data may. indicate.the need to
investigate the performance or specific areas more carefully. For.
example, a major` expansion in the prOpOrtion of an' institution's budget
dedicated to student services`, -with little noticeable improvement in
service, may indicate the need to investigate this function-further.
REGIS finance data have also been used in the development of a number of
financial indicators of institutional performance.

.



Chapter 2.

Comp_ arability Prohtems-Ideretified
by ----Stildy Group

'd on thQ uses of REGIS finance data outbined in chapter 1, the
. -rudy e,roup proceeded -to identify,probleMs,dib using REGIS finance data for

!nIturiona I and higher education sector comirisons, The problem areas
Llw study group are outlined be o

1 ntifTca on of Problems Relat1 to the Collection
and Dissemination of REGIS Finance Data

of the principal objectives ofthelstudygroup was the
ion of problems associated With' the collection and

milLition of AEGIS finance data. This process of problem
itierition was greatly facilitated by the composition of the study

l'urtictpation by representatives from institutional,:'state, and
1.,,lerAl levels ensured that problems associated with the collection _and
liominition of REGIS finance data were viewed from a variety of-
,r,peefiveq. In this regard the study group considered it important to
H1,-ifv not only those problems related to the.Substance or quality of
!he dma but also those problems related ,to the process by'whicli:the data
were eolleetod and disseminated. Outlined below are a-seri:es of Problems
Notified by the study group.

Rat_

nun study group felt that a high response rate-from a consistent set
institutions was essential for using REGIS data in longitudinal

,,rud'ies. Representatives from NCES indicated that the cOmposi,tion of the
instIturiona 1 group used in compiling the REGIS finance data base;varied
troal year to year. The study group indicated thathis couldresult in
77110ading historical comparisons. ItAads suggested that a _REGIS user.-

he introduced, which would_highligh those .institutions 'responding
ro a particular survey.. gs

.

Th. study group also Suggested that REGIS finance data could be. More
,.; + aril in conducting trent1 analyses if the historical. data tapes were

4 .

r
plated annually to reflect institutional correct=ions. numi.r of

Fes archers currently go through an editing process to incorporate changes
o t Ire HECIS data file, and NCES may want _to draw upon their..exper,ience in

ilmLirluo rho HEMS tapes. The National Science. FOundation,(NSF), for
xlmp'e, currently employs a revision process to increase the accuracy of

historical ,data,

One of the major response rate issues Oentiffed by Ihe,study group
how to increase institutional involvement, One means of accomplishing
'sill be through increased. feedback to. institutions, using the data

provided. Institutional profile reports that contain multiyear REGIS
lin.ineo &Ira and that integrate them with other REGIS data, e.g.,
rollments, would be particularly useful. The study group also noted the

)rtance of the'role of"state coordinating boards in collecting REGIS

.
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data. The-group suggested that, given the proximity and familiarity ofof

coordinating boards:with institutions, these organizations could(do much'

to ensure the,consistencY- of the data collected and to,aidreporting by
providing interpretive assistance to data providers.'

Employee Benefits

The study group-noted that state payments for employee benefits do not.

aIways.flow through institutional accounts. In some states theSe payments

are made directly to the institutions; in other states they are handled by

a separate state. agency. The value of these payments should be imputed

and reported on the,,,J1EGIS finance form, but this is not `being done in all

cases. When'one state, does ine.lude- payments, and another state does

not, the result is substantially noncomparable. data.

Tuition and Fees,

In some states institutions follow-the'proce of using,tuttion and

fees As-an offset tostate appropriations and in.some cases tuition and

fees-go directly into state general:- revenues.-.In instances where this

'occur-s,the REGIS form indicates that these funds' should be reported' under -

tuition and-fees and:not:Under stateapprepriations. If this procedureqs

not foliowed', state appropriations may be overstated by the amount of_,

tuition and fees that'haVe,been remitted.

'.The study group also noted that remissions and exemptions of tuition

and fees should be reported under tuition and fee revenues. If this is

not done, these revenues will be understated.

Diversi of A iation Structures

The -study group noted that an institution mareceive state and

federal fundsj'through a variety brappropriation structures. For example,

an'institution may receive state funds to provide public health labs, to

provide indigent care or to engage in a number of other public service

activities. In other states these types of activities are carried out

through appropriptrons to other state' agencies: If Only total

institutional expenditures ar'e compared, this can lead to inappropriate

institutional and-state comparisons. A careful examination of the

components of these, expenditures would' do much to explain differences in

the public service compOnent of institutional expenditures.

Divers Graniation Structures

Thelstudy group indicated that differences in the way data were

_reported for medical schools, central administration, and the operation of

extension andre'search institutes can4ofttn lead to data comparability

problems. Differences in reporting practices relative to health

professional programs can cause particular problems in conducting inter-

institutional and interstate comparisons. McCoy and Halstead (1980)found

that "in J8 states, there are distinct functional and enrollment data ,

associated with a'comprehensive health institution. In 22 states, the

health professional ProgramP are_part of an overall institution, and

health finance' and enrollments are not separable." Even Within

individual tates the treatment of comprehensive health-science
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institutions can vary. In California, for example,- there ris one separate
medical school (University of California, San Francisco) and onethat is
part of a: larger campus (UniVersity of California, LOS Angeles). The -

diversity of organiiational structures can also eauseproblems in
Comparing data.for individual institutions with data for institutions that-.
Are part of a university,aystem. Financial comparability probleMs can
occur if revenue and expenditure data associated with operation .,of the
System's central administration are not appropriately.alloCated-tO the .

individual institutions of the system.

The study group also noted that'at some campuseS agricultural-
extension- and agricutural'experimentatiOn programs are separately
organized and budgeted while at others-thoy are not. These different
organizational arrangements.can lead to probleMs in comparibeeosts.

The study group also questionedewhether financial data,, should he
collected nn state higher education boards, coordinating boards, and
foundations, Where services are provided to institutions by these
organizations, their inclusion'in the HECIS universe would improve the
qudlity qf interstate comparisons -.' The-study-group also-indicated that

.statewide governing boards typically are included inHECIS data while
coordinating boards, whicp perform many similar functions, are excluded.
.an_a_;_reoentsurvey -of- state funding and financing practices by the State
Higher Mt-cation Executive Officers (SHEEP}), a significant number of
respondents indicated expenditures for central boards, offices, or
commissions, which were-not reported in HEGIE,

Universe EncoM assed b the HECIS Finance Surve

Approximately 3,170 institutions are included in the HECIS universe.
The institutional composition of this universe can change from year to
year. Changes in the composition can make it difficult to conduct
longitudinal studies using HECIS finance data:, In a related matter the
study group noted that some states' provide finance data on the
postsecondary component nf vocational and technical institutions while
other states do not provide these data. The study group felt that these
variations in reporting practices among states can make interstate
comparisons of vocational and technical,institutions extremely difficult.

Classification Structure. Used b the HECIS Finance

The study group expressed concern that the classification Structure.
used by -HECIS appropriately differentiate. varioustypes Of institutions.
The group felt thatthis was a particularly important factor in conducting
appropriate comparisons of-like institutions. Representatives of,NCES
indicated-that their agency was aware of the problem and that Rolf M.
WulfSberg of NCES and David J. Makowski of NCHEMS were working on-the'
develoPment of'a new classification of postsecondary institutions.- This
classification is designed to improve.upon earlier taxonomies:developed by
the Carnegie Commission, NCU,'and the Federal Interagency Committee- on
Education.



Student Aid Support

Thd study group was concer=ned that the amount of student aid support
reported in HEGIS may be understated 1:;), the amount of support going

directly to students. In this regard it was noted that HEGIS was never
intended to collect this information because HEGIS collects financial data
only on student aid expended directly by the institution. As a result,

interstate comparison* of student aid based solely on REGIS finance'data
can underestimate student aid expenditur-ds within a state. The study
group, therefore, noted that, in order to conduct valid interstate'
comparisons, the amount of student aid reported in HEGIS must be coupled
with data on the amount of student aid provided directly by the state.
State data could include student aid funds expended through outright
scholarship grants, fellowship stipends, and work-study support for
individuals enrolled in formal-postsecondary coursework, either for credit
or noncredit. In a recent survey of state funding and financing practices
by SHEEO, a significant number of states reported the existence of some
form of student aid that was ot.reflected in institutional expenditures.

Most of these expenditures w e in the form of scholarships and grants, as
pposed to work-study.

Debt Arrangement and Service

Variance in the way debt service is included in institutional AEGIS
reports'ean Seriously hamper institutional comparisons. In some states,

the capital cost of physical facilities is financed;through a separate
state agency. In other states, debt service is paid for with current
funds'. In those instances where debt service is handled by the state,the
finances of the institution will be understated relative to those
institutions that directly handle their own debt service.

In a recent SHEEO survey of state funding and financing practices, a
significant number of respondents reported debt service funds that appear
in institutional amounts as either state and local appropriations,
tuition and fee revenue, nr auxiliary enterprise revenue'.

In order to improve the reporting of debt service, the study group
felt that the definition of debtservi9ptcontained in the HEGIS finance
form should be clarified. .In addition, the group noted that the user of
HEGIS finance data should be able to identify the amount of debt service
associated with d particular campus.

Reporting Practice's

Inititot onal reporting practices relative to HEGIS.can vary froMye_
to year and from-institution td,institution.' Thoughthere hasbeen'a
concerted effort. by NACUBO..and-other associations in the.laitlew-years to
encourage institutions to report HEGIS data in a consistent manner, ,

aberrations can occur. in 'the data because of past reporlink practices..

For example,-an institution,may repckrt.certain-types of federal aid one

year and not report them:the following year. These omisstonS'can'alSo

occur relative to employee benefits and' other revenue and,expendiNre
categoriei., The user of REGIS finance data should, therefore, us -care in

conducting histo ['Cal tren-d analyses.

1
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Char ebacka

--In-thaSe instances ingbich a large.university _system provides
aervices to other campuses, the finances for the campus. providing the
service,will be overstated unless some form of chargeback aystemp e
Similarly, theJinances for the campus, eceiving the service will be
understaCed, by the amount of central services Usedby-thecatapus. The
study group-suggested-thathavingthdiVidualcampuses report the, amount of
Central services used would greatly improve comparability of-the data

Iriputation and Estimation of Institutional Data

The study group noted t' it data are often imputed or estimated
institutions that fail to respond to the HEGIS finance survey, and
suggested that users, of HER1,s finance data would find it helpful if
details of this imputation process were,made explicit. In particular it
would be useful if NCES Identified specific instances in which the data
were either estimated or imputed. It was noted that the National Science
Foundation (NSF) currently utilizes such a procedure and that NCES might
find it productive to review the NSF procedure. -

In reviewing the ways in which financial data were.used with,
enrollment data, the group expressed concern over variations,in the method
by which'states' calculate total FTE students. It was noted, for example,
that some states calculate total FTE by dividing total credit hours of
instruction by -_l5. Other states, however, add full-time student headcount
to-two-thirds of part-time student headcount to; arrive at total FTE, .. The
study group, therefore, suggested that the use of noncomparable enrollment
data with noncomparable financial data could compound the problems of
using HEGIS data for interstate and interinstitutional comparisons.

Caveats to Aid Users of HEGIS Finance Data

Fromthe list of problems outlined above, a-set of caveats was
developed to aid users of HEGIS finance data in making.appropriate
interinstitutional and interstate compariSons. In developing these'
caveats, the Study group also used material contained'in Higher Education--
Financin he 'ift Stites, by Marilyn McCoy and -D. KentHalstead'.

Some-caveat 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9, relate primarily to-
institutional Comparisons while others apply to both interinstihtional
and interstate comparisons.

1. Users of HELMS finance data shoOld note that state payments fo
employee benefits.do,not always flow through institutional accounts. In
some states these payments are handled by a separate. State agency,
freqUently the personnel agency.. ,In'Conneet4cut, West Virginia, and
Wyoming, for exaMpleiemployee.benefits and retirement contributions,are
budgeted centrally for all'etate agencies. In such cases, finances for
institutions can therefore be und41.stated, ,It is ofted useful in
Conducting interstate comparison of higher education,Jinance to augment
REGIS data-with financial data on the total state support'of higher
education,
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Tn arleast_13states, tuition and ices are reappropriated,bythe_
egislature, at least in part or.forone institution.' If an institution
Llesits,tuition.and fees as an offset to state appropriationS;;these
funds should-be reported on the HEGIS form under tuiEion-and fees and not

under state: appropriations. If this, procedure is not followed state

.'appropriations may be overstated by the amount of'the tuition and fees .

used to offset state appKopriations..

Users of,HECIS finance data should be aware that institutions may
receive, state and feieral funds for a variety of purposes that differ froni

institution t9p, institution. This,is true in the case of public service

.

functions such as_public healthJ.abs and -indigent_patientpare. _ In some
states the'ServiceSare provided:ly state agencies while in Other-states

they are-provided-bylhigher education-. institutions.- As a result,. .

---COMparing't-otal-inatittitiOnal expenditures without. considering.. the diverse

and varied functions of institutiOns can result in erroneous conclusions

about the financial operations of institutions.

4. Users of HEGIS finance data ahouldbe,careful to distinguish
between data reported for individual institutions and data reported for

institutions that-are Part of a university systeawDatajor any -system's
institutions may net%include-revenivas and expenditures associated with the

operation of the systeW.s Central adMinistration.

5. . In building' ibuilding` institutional comparison groups, users of HECIS data
should be aware that, while in some states there are distinct enrollment

and financial data associated'with a comprehensive health institution, in

other states the health professional programs are part of art overall

institution's financial and enrollment data and are not separable. Due to

the higher cost of health, programs, -their inclusion with other types of

institution; may cause distortions in per-student revenues and
expenditures-

6. Users of HECIS finance data should be aware that the mix of

institutions_ included in 'the HEGIS survey can vary from year ,to year and

that prior -year HEGIS data tapes_are -not'updated to incorporate
institutional corrections of the-data file.

7. Varyingrganizational arrangements among higher education
institution's can ofteW.lead to data comparability problems. Medical

schools, central administration, extension and research centers,
institutes, and programs, e.g., agricultural extension, often vary in
their r-Iationship to a main campus or system of campuses. Variations in

the way in which the data are reported by 'institutions can result in

comparability problems.

.

i

;+1

8 In conducting: interstate comparisons of -the postsecondarY component
of vocational technical institutions researchers should note -that some

states report these data while others do not. In a recent SHEEqsurVey of,
state funding and financing practices -in 29 states,. slightly-more than

half the respondents- reported current operating expenditures' for

postseCondary vocational-technical institutes not in-the HECTS'universe.

Use-rA of HEGIS finance data for:this. segment of poStsecondary education:

should therefore seek additional state and institutional-Aatato augment.

HECIS finance data.
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9. Users of HEC1S finance data should be aware-that student aid.
paymentamade-Airectly,to-students-are-notturrently-included-in-the-HEGIS
finanee'datamsei. In,at least 24 states, some-form of student is
provided and .the expenditures are:not reflected in institutional. ams
reports. As a result, the amount of' student aid reported for institutions
in these states may he Understated. StUdent'aid is becoming-increasingly.-
vieSed as an alternative to increasing appropriations to institution;; by

government.- states as well as by the federal government. The amount .of:atudent aid
prdvided to institutions is therefore an important factor in conducting
interinstitutional and interstate comparisonaof higher education finance.

10. Users of REGIS finance data should be aware:that, in -instances
wherea larger campus in a.university system providesarvices. to other
Campuses, the finances for the campus providing these'services- will be

'overstated' -and those: of thereceiving campus will be understated - unless
some type of chargeback system is used.

Users of REGIS finance data should be aware that data are often
iMputed or estimated for institutions that do not respond to the REGIS
finance survey. In addition, methods used to calculate total FTE
enroilmentatan vary from state to state' -dependingjon the institutional
definition of FTE. students.-

Based on the caveats above, the user of REGIS finance data shOuld
-exercise care in using such data for interinstitutional or interstate
comparisons. In addition, whenever, possible, REGIS dati should be used in
conjunction with other. state and institutional data. sources.
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.Recommendat:ions for Dealing with
Data Comp:grability Problems

In an effort to ithprove the-utility of HEM Enance data for
institutional and higher education sector "comparisons, the study group
formulated a number of recommendations.

The recommendations outlined below are based on the study group's.
perceptions of the problems surrounding the use of HEGIS finance,data for
interinstitutional and intersector comparisons. They are intended to
'enhance. the utility of HECIS finance data for analytic purposes. and to
improve communication between NCES and data users and providers. In
formulati- ng these recolumendations the study group was aware_of past
efforts by NCES in these areas, but concluded that the increased use of
data for comparisoO purposes required greater attention to metho4 by
which data are collected-and dissemimited. The study group has dawn
attention to activities by both 'nigher education absociations, such as4
NACUSO, ACE, 'and SHEEO, and research organizations tcimprove ,the quality
) of the data collected, and agreed .that the utility of HECIS finance data
could be, significantly improved if NCES .and the higher educatio,, community
were to jointly implement the following recommendations.

Increased_PA/t±lELpatiohja Institutional Representatives and
Increased Use of NCES Regional Workshops

The:study'group suggested that higher Aducatioh associations,
such as NACUBO, ACE, AIR, .ECS, and-AACRAO,,should. work with their
memberships to improve the quality ancitimelinasS of-the data
cllected. Theseorganiiatiops should also assist institution,,
in highlighting problems. associated with the collection. of HEGIS
finance data and it articulating concerns about the way HEGIS
finance data are used

NCES:cat do much to'educate HRGIS data. users either through',_
regional workshops or by supplying supplemetitary :documentation
with the data. Regional, workshops sponsored by NCES should
involve increased. ide'of institutional- personnel who arJ
experienced in deVeloping and:implemening HEGIS data collection
systems. This ihvOlvement could reduce,the cost Of- the,wOrkthops
to-NCES and could also stimulate the exchange of information on
the collection ancLuse of,HEGIS data (This recommendation is
closely .linked to recommendation,5; which addresses the:rule of
state higher education agencies.)

Su the National Center EducaiIon Statistics

-The-Study group noted that theiservides performed by NCES are
,valuabletothigher education, Though the study group differed
over the ways ittwhich thg.data should be used, they were
supportive of the agney's past efforts-to:facilitate the data
collection. process,- The work of NCES with'NACUBO, AICPA, and



.NCHEMS to coordinate the definitions and the data-struciture used
inthtHEGIS.survey was cited as an example of this-type of
activity. The study- group, also noted: that. the intridged-I:tieOf.

the data for analytical purposes warrants an increased .commitment
of resources to improve the quality and consistency of the- data

. Collected.

The study group', 'therefore, urges that ACE, NACUBO SHEEO, and-
other national organizations,continue tlieir:support of efforts by.
NCES Co improve. the data collection proCess and to enhanc-e the
quality of the data colletted.

Periodic Review and- Revision of Survey Instruments

A technical advisory group should be formed to assist NCES in
revising _and updating, where appropriate, the definitions
contained in REGIS survey forms. Members of the advisory group
and should be drawn from instautiens,Istate higher education
boards, and representatives of higher education organizations.
Other knowledgeable individuals could also Ne used, such as
representatives of CPA firms. This'group would a'ssi'st NCES in
the periodic evaluation and revision'of all REGIS finance survey
instruments. This evaluation should be conducted on a revolving'
basis and should be tied to validation efforts.

4 Provision of Institutional Profiles

The quality of HEGIS finance data collected could be improved
significantly if adequate feedback in the form of institutional
profiles were provided to participating institutions. These
profiles could be constructed by NCES using data submitted 'by
institutions. The National Science Foundation -currently uses
this approach and has found it beneficial. The group suggested
that institutional profiles would enable an institution to
respond to and correct any discrepancies in the data. The
profiles .would also 'provide institutions with an incentive to
respond to HEGIS and Would do much to improve the quality and
utility of the data. The study group also suggested that NCES
could improve institutional feedback by providing institutional

`profiles to both preparers of the HEGIS forms and potential
institutional users of REGIS data, such as the chief business
officer and/or directdr of institutional research.

Correction of Prior Errors in REGIS Data Files

NCES needs to develop a procedure for correcting errors in data
Capes from prior years. -' This-procedure should include guidelines
designating specific institutional representatives who are
authorized to make changes,to the data for their institution.
These guidelines would help to preserve the integrity of the

data:
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o Facilitate Collection

Ina- number of states, h;gher educhtion governing and
coordinating boards act as a conduit for institutional
submissi-ons of HECIS data The study grouP noted that in these
states the organization of State Higher Education Executive
Officers (SHEEO) could do stitch to improve the quality of data by
.strengthening their editing activities' and by worl.eing with
institutidns'to encourage the,timely submission of HECIS data
The study group also, sUggestedTthat the SHEEO members and
institutions work together to provide feedback to NCES on the
appropriateness of HECIS. survey instruments and on, the procedure
currently used to collect and disseminate HECIS data., SHEEO,
through the SHEEO/NCES network,'' currently provides input-to NCES
on survey forms -and procedures. In 'addition, SHEEO has formed an
Ad Hoc Task Force on the Quality and Comparability of Financial
Data Activities such as-these should be eddouraged, and NCES
should draw on the experience, of involved individuals both at the
institutional and state level to improve HECIS data collection
and dissemination procedures.

f NCES Data Erocessin Procedures

The study group noted that approaches_usedvin p ocessinglIEGIS
finance data tended 63 vary from year to year.- As a result, the

.EDSTAT tapes generated by NCES Were inconsistent from one yearto_,_
the next.. This appeared to result ,from- frequent changes in the
contractors hired to process-the'data and in programmer
,assignment and turnover. The'fac-of consistent data was also
attributed to a lack of adequate feedback from subcontractorsto
NCES staff.

: The study groupsuggested thht data consiatency would be improved
by having NUS implement a standard format for all data tapes,'
across both surveys and years, and by monitoring mte'closely the
prOductionpf'these data tapes.' The groUp alsosuggested that

. data tape consistency could be-improved thrOug1Cuse b.fdrossfile
editing. NCES could benefit by drawing on.theexperiencd of'
NCHEMS, ACE, and other organizations in developing-and--
implementing Such procedures.

.Establishment,o a Fixed and Re
-HECIS Finance Data

. .

Schedule-for Release 0

Study group participants recommended the establishment of a :f1.-xed
and regular schedUle for release of REGIS finande'data, which
would aid both researchers` and other users of the data Also
suggested was a preliminary data tape that would he made
available to researchers prior to the regular release of- ,HECIS
data.
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Provide HEGIS Finance Data users' Manual.

The study group suggested that a users' manual should be
developed to-aid data users In.Understanding HEGISJinance data
collection- and disseMination- procedures. -The.manual -would

document existing data editing procedures and provide a
historical perspective

(a). institutions. included in the survey and how the number and
types of institutions have changed froin year ,to year;
(b) Procedures for imputing and /or estimating institutional.data;.
(c) changes in'focus of Survey and survey forms; and
(d) institutional classification system used.

NCHEMS,:in its Hi her. Education Finance Manual (HEFM) currently
includes certain information,Jaut the group- recommended that NCES
should:tonstructa users'' manual, which would provide greater

detail and be available-to all users data.
.

10. Creation of Longitudinal HECISJinance Data

At the present timeHEGIS,finance data for specific yearb are
stored on individual data tapes. The study group suggested that
the-creation of a tape containing several years' data -would
enhance the use of the 'data.for time series analysis and would
reduce the tost-of-providing4Ultiple-year data to,users. To

ensure data consistency, thip tape'shOuld be-60dated to
incorporate any corrections-in the -data-----The-group-noted-that
the American Institute for Research in the Behaviorial Sciences,
ACE, pid.NCNEMS are currently engaged in developing such a tape.
and encouraged NCES to work with these organizations in exploring
4ays,Of providing and regularly updating this information for I

,'data'users. The group, also emphasized the importance of
integrating this data tape with other HECIS data tapes, such as
those on enrollments and-faculty.

rovement unications with Data Providers -- and Use

The study group suggested that NCES improve its communications
with providers'and users of REGIS data. Changes to,HEGIS finance

forms and procedures are not being communicated -as effectively as
necessary to institutional representatives. Institutional
representatives to the study group said they have tried to
improve institutional understanding of HEGIS forme and procedures

through their own associations ;,but that NCES could contribute,-

-more to this process. To facilitate this proCess, the study
group recommended that NCES staft work more closely with

institutional and state associations. It suggested, for example, _

that NCES representatives continue their participation at
national and regional meetings of the Assoc-iation of
Institutional Research and increas their involvement at regional

meetings of- other- institutional groups- The Study group also
recommended that NCES publicize current uses of REGIS finance

data. For example, the ever letter distributed with the annual

HECIS form -could highlight past uses of HECI'S -data.



Establishment' of a Data Users
Uses of .HIS Finance Data.

The-study group recomMended that NCES Sponsor a users group to
faCilitate the; exchange of information on nses of HEIS:finance
data fors, research 'purposes. The formation of .such 'a group,would_:

.iligblight-technicalproblems in using HEGIS-liOance data and
woulddo.much to improve theualt of HMIS finance data 'being
_usedrhy ,researchers. The'grolip would also provide feedback to.'
NCES concerning data comparability problems..

In reviewing .tie 'recommendations outlined aboVe,the reader should
note that the study group concluded it would be inappropriate to,advocate
pArticular-uses-q HEGISfinance data. It was deemed more-important to
educate data user' abort_' limitations inherent innusing the data for
comparison purposes. Researchers should use.HEGIS finance data
responsibly and should inform NCES if they encounter neW'data
comparability problems;"
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4nnis article examines the applicability of HEGIS finance data in

conducting state and institutional comparisons. In particular, the authors of

the article review a recently published study by Marilyn McCoy and D. Kent

Halstead entitled Higher Ed9eationFinanoinates:__ Interstate

Com .sons Fiscal Year _1976 and comment on the report's' use of HEGIS finance

data to describe higher education revenue and expenditure patterns in the State

of Washington,.

Although HEGIS, finance data provides educational researchers and planners

with a valuable national data base, a number:of problems are involved in using

HEGIS finance data. Criticisms: levied by state and institutional

representatives at HEGIS finance data involve:

1. The lack of consistency in reporting relative to such areas

as debt retirement, pension and other benefit costs, nd

administrative costs often borne by other state agencies.

2. Differences-in the way in whi-h- var

by organizational unit.

3. Inconsistency n reporting for professional schools,

ous states report co

extension centers, and research institutes. For example,

there is currently a lack of uniformity in the way in

which, medical schools, veterinary schools, and= other

professional schools are classified and reperted.
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ccurate reporting in the HECIS structure. Manv

institutions give the highest priority for reporting in

their own program or organization classification structure,

and then translate this information as best they can and

with the least amount work to BECIS. There is no

incentive or penalty to do otherwise.

ft

Despite the data comparability problems outlined above, HEGIS data are

ily accessible and, ns a result, are increasingly used by educational

researchers ,-and planners.

Studies of Sta nancin her duce on

A number of majo- research studies on state support of higher education

have been conducted inHrecent years.. Most notable among these have been those

by M. M Chambers, Lyman Glenny, D. Kent Halstead, and Marilyn McCoy.. Studies

by Chambers and Glenny concentrated on state support in terms of appropriations

of state tax funds for higher education. Glenny examined revenue

appropriations trends and patterns during -the pelied'1963-1975 while ChaMbers'

studies have dealt with appropriations of state tax funds for Operating

e pensesof h education. Chambers has also provided an annual ranking of -

state support levels. Critic,sMs of the Chambers studies have pr
.

focused on their use of a single measure of state support (state

appropriations). In addition, a number of individuals within higher education-
,

believe that financial support to higher education needs tea be examined in

terms of 'a number of other factors such as competing state programs, overall,

state and local capacity

.support, and the amount of support provided by other sources (federal, private,

other) among other factors.

o support pub is 'programs, differing need for
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Several individual states have also examined Chambers' data within the

context of their own state environments. The Washington State Council for

Postsecondary Education, for example, annually publishes a report that

highlights financial support of higher education in the State of Washington.

The report contains information on combined state and local appropriations

higher education per full -time equivalent student along with data on enrollment

and demographic trends for Washington and other state

ilyn McCoy, in State and Local Financial Sup22:1=t_of Higher Educa on:

A {Framer nterstate Com.ar 'sons 1973-7 Eempted to focus on a number

of measures of state support. Among the measures listed support from

both state and local governments, support, to both students and institutions,

and state and local support of sponsored research and Other sponsored

pro -a_ The data used in analyzing the state and local support to higher

education institutions. came from the higher Education Ceneral_Lnformation

. Survey (HEC1S). Though this study provided a much b oader picture of state and

local-,Jsupport of higher education, it suffered &QM a number data

comparability problems caused by inconsistencies in the way the institutional

, data was reported to REGIS. The study also lacked a comprehensive enough

classification s ucture nstitutions in that it was limited to only three

institu _ types: university, four-year and two-year. In addition, the

time' 1 g,between the data used (1973-74) in the report and the issuance of the

report (May 1976) limited the application of the data.
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The McCoy- HalsteadRap

A recently published study by Marilyn McCoy and D. Kent Halstead, entitled

Education Financin in the Fift ---ates:-Interstate Com ariaons Fiscal

Year 1976, provides state-by7state comparisons of a number of financial and

demographic factors. The report encompasses such information as: number

studen state financial commitment to higher education, type and number of

higher education institutions, other revenue sources to institutions, and

institutional spending patterns. In addition, the study shows recent trends in

the support of higher education by various sources (state, federal, tuition,

etc.) and the extent to which state appropriations have kept pace with

enrollment shifts and shifts in inflation, Each factor in Ilia-study has been

indexed relative to the U.S. average. For example, if appropriations per

public student in a state were $1 800, the index value of 88 would'- signify that

this state spent only 88 percent as much as the average state.

The scope of the McCoy-Halstead study is more comprehensive than any-study

yet published. The stdy, however, still suffers from several limitations.-

There are no measures of the different content of programs among the states.,

-Also- -the-report is unable to h ghlight,those states or institutions which

emphasite different levels of gradilate education or which have greater

prevalance of more costly medical, engfileering or other such programs. The

authors are cognizant of thesi problems and in revising the format of the

report for FY78 are attempting to deal with as many of these limitations as

feasible using existing data. .

One limitation from which the McCoy -Halstead report suffers and which can

not be rectified through reformating is the quality of the data which' is used

in the study. Financial data used in the analysis is from REGIS finance

reports and, though it is the best national data available, its use in

conducting tate and institutional comparisons is limited. For example,

1



medical' chOols are organized and reported as separate campuses in some states;

in others, they are integrated within a university. Other data comparability

problems relate to the different state practices for debt financing and

_retirement system payments.

1979 Business

In this regard; a ---Studyby John Minter (March

f icer) found a number of variations between institutional

reports of HEGIS financial data and institutional finance data that was coded

and verified to AIM-MAMBO audit standards. A major reason cited by Minter

for these variations was the failure of many institutions to distribute staff

benefits and College Work Study funds with-salaries in appropriate func onal

categories. In the area of instructional expenditures for example,_ Minter

found that over half of the 125: institutions studied reported a misstatemen

5% or more between HEGIS and coded 'current fund data an

i
almost 'd quarter of

the institutions reported a misstatement of 15% or grea Though the exact

impact of these differences in reporting practices has yet to\he -determined,
.

McCoy and Halstead have urged users of data for a-pa icular state
\
to contact

data experts within the state at the appropriate institution.

m-or ance of Utiliz

Groups

In addition to the data comparability problems associated with the use of

REGIS finance date, a similar probleM is related to the selection of

appropriate institutional comparison groups. In order o demonstrate how the

composition of an institutional comparison group can significantly effect the

outcome of an analysis, the authors have taken the data highlighted
4

McCoy-Halstead report for the two major doctor, granting imst tution

State of Washington'and contrasted three different comparison groups.

in the

The data Aised in developing these comparison groups provided by NCHEMS and



utilized the same data and format as tboSe used in the McCoy = Halstead report. .

The McCov - Halstead.. study plaCes 106, institutions in the major doctoral category

which was defined as those institutions granting a minimum of 30 doctoral levell

degrees in three or more doctoral level program areas 'eh do net confer

over 50 percent of th-. r degrees in a single program area.

Before procedingith the analysis, it is important to examine -the

comPosition of highe education in the state of Washington. Table 1 highlights

the number of institutions in Washington, 1976 PTE:enrollment, and state and

local appropriations for each institution. The data contained in this able

and in tables 3 and 4 came from HEGIS surveys ("Financial Statistics of

Institutions of Higher Education for Fiscal Year Ending 1976" and "Openin-

Enrollment in Higher Education 1975").

Table 1

c7PmEPs _ion of Higher Education in Washin ton State

FTE State and Local

Number of Enrollment Appropriations

Ins ution Type Institutions 1976 FY1976_ =

Publ is Institutions

Major Doctoral 46-025 $ 149,85,954.

Comprehensive 21,21.1 . 44,923,333

General Baccalaureate 2,457 6,486,150

.Two Year 27 78,124 94,431,798

Total Public 148,117 295,697,235

Independent nstitu ns 14 20,947



In examining the HE IS finance data for Washington State, MCCoy and

Halstead found. that the m

public students and receive

doctoral inst ns in Washington enroll 31% of

e and local funding 23% .5 ova average. Their

analysis also indicated that this 'support was supplemented extensively by

government and private grants and contracts so that total revenues

a)ove the average for s im lar schools.

To examine whether the composition of the comparative group used by McCoy

and Halstead significantly affected the outcome of their analysis, the authors

constructed three different comparison groups of major doctoral institutions.

The criteria used in selecting each of these groups is outlined below and the

institutions inclUded in each group aro highlighted in Table 2.

--e 307;

Compa- i son Glinp

1

2

Selection Cr

Institutions similar in size, scope, and reputation

Group 1 less institutions with agridultural programs and
less those which have no comprehensive health sciences-
programs (other than Veterinary medicine)

Croup 1 institu
programs

ons integrated ellth sciences
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Table 2

Institutional Comparison Groin
Relative_toMAjor Doctoral Institutions_ Within Washington State

Group _I Group

U California Berkeley X X

U California 7 San Fran Med Ctr X X

U California - Davis, X X

U California - Irvine X X

U California - Los Angeles - X s X

U California - San Diego X X

U Illinois - Urbana X X
U Illinois - Medical Center - Chicago X X

Ai Indiana - Bloomington X X

Purdue,- Main Campus X

U 'Iowa - X

Iowa State - U Sci & Tech X

U Kentucky - Main Campus X

U Michigan - Ann Arbor X X

Michigan'State.Univ X

UMinneaota - Mpls/St. Paul. . X X

U-Minnesota - Mayo Grad. Sch Med X X

U Missouri - Columbia X X

U North 'Carolina - Chapel Hill X X

Ohio State - Main Campus. X X

U Oregon - Main Campus X , X

U Oregon - Health'Science Center X X

Oregon State Univ' X

- U Texas -'Austin -X X

U -Texas - Hlth Sci Ctr Dallas X -X

Li' Washington X X

Washington State. Univ . X

U Wisconsin - Madison X X

Institutional revenue data for each

x

'x-

X

the three comparisons groups was

assembled and a new index based on institutional revenues per FTE student as

co ructed for each group. The data used in this analysis ca from HEGIS and

are the same as those used by McCOy and Halstead. Table 3 shows the placement

of the University of Washiniton (UW) and Washington State Unillersity (WSU)

relative to institutions in each comparison group and 'the institutions in the

McCoy =Hals

an d 3

/

ead major doctoral group. (Note the comparison of WSU with groups2

not appropriate because of its_ organizational structure:. WSU haw an

agricultural program and does not have an ntegrated health sciences program.
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Table 3

Institutional_Gomtari.sans of Revenues Per Student
for Major Doctoral n ona in Washington State

(Institutional Revenues per FTE Student)

State and
Comparison Local Appro- Tuition Government Private

PTITIP elliiRnP_ and Fees CantraCts art Other TotalSu

UW and WSU
revenues per
FTE student
as reported
in McCoy-
Halstead $3,235 $ 534 $2,133 319 $ 421 $6,642

McCoy-Halstead
index for UW &
WSU relative to

s.

U.S.- aVera e=400%

'Univ of Wash

UW index rela-
tive to Group 1
institutions

,182

9

Wash State Univ

65% 215% 123% 100% 130%

58.6 $2,725 $ 350,-' 393 $7,236

68% 154% 84% 67% 104%

$ 432 $ 965 $ 258 475 $5,468

WSU index rela-
tive: to Group 1
institutions 100% 507' 55% '62% 7

Univ Wash index
relative to
Group 2 institu-
tions 9 140% 79%` 98%

Univ Wash index
relative to
Group 3 institu- 1

bons 93% 64% 139 80% 60% 98%
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erent:,nstitutianal classification groups on comparative

and. index data can-be readily seen in Table 3. As illustrated in Table 3,. the

use of any one of the three comparison groups significantly alters the ranking

of institutions relative to the McCoy-Halstead index. State and local

appropriations per FTE student the University of ashington drops from 123%

f the U.S. average to from 91% to 96%. Tuition and fee revenues per FTE

student re -in-relatively stable. This finding appears to indicate that there

is not much variance in dispersion of tuition and fee levels given a group of

major doctoral institutions. Private support, which includes gifts and

ants from donors, drops from 123% of the U.S. average to from 79% to 84%.

Government contracts per FTC student for the Unive

ve the U.S. ave ra but the size of the difference

of Uashin c to n rema i n

reduced

s antially. This finding appears' to support- the °_contention that these three

groups represent a be comparison group -than the major doctoral grouping of

McCoy-Halstead in that a higher level of governMenr contracts characterizes the

smaller samples and that this characteristic mirrors more closely the revenue

mix ac the University of Washington.

In examining Table 3 and in reviewing the data contained in the

McCoy-Halstead report, it is important to note that the use of an FTE student

divisor in the case of government contracts, private support .and other income

not valid because financial supptirt in these categories is not related

FTC student volume., either directly or indirectly. Thus, extreme caution must

be'observedjn using this data for any comparative or absolute measurement

purpose; this introduces further complexities into_n already, difficult

comparative analysis, problem.

It is apparent from the above analysis that the choice of a compar ive

group critical to any study of state higher education financing, and can

have significAnt implications in the analysis of funding and expenditure



patterns of complex maj
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search institutions. This is particularly

important in the case of institutions with health'sciences programs. These

types.of programs arc generally characterized by higher program costs and a

complex variety of funding sources. In addition, health sciences programs

usually receive substantial grant and contract support. The unique financial

and pro characteristics associated with health science programs would

appearto preclude their inclusion in the-broad category of major doc oral

institutions.. appropriate, therefore, to use a more refined

classification system that alto- e meaningful comparisons. If national

comparative data. is to 5e published continually in the future by institution

type, (e.g., universi four-year, two-year) a new classification of

institutions is urgently needed for complex doctoral degree granting

institutions and possibly for other institution types which may exhibit certain

peculiar characteristics which inhibit comparative,analys s.

As indicated Table 3, the :composition of a comparison group: can

signlfican ly alter the 'relationship between institutions in terms of

institutional revenues per FTE student. The selection ofan appropriate'

comparison group can also affect institutional relationships relative to

expenditures per FTE student by program and institutional type. Table

highlights t.e level institutional expenditures per FTE student for the

University of Washington and Washington State University as reported by

McCoy-Halstead.
. The index value assigned to these institutions by McCoy and

Halstead is then contrasted to index values of each of these institutions

relative to the three new institutional comparison groups.
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Table

Institutional Coons of Expenditures Pe
for Ma'oralloctoral Institutions in Washington State

Student

(Expenditures per FTE Student)
Comparison
Group Instruction Research . Public Service Other Total

Wand WSU
expenditures
per student
as reported in
McCoy-Halstead $2

McCoy - Halstead

index for UW
and_ WSUJelative
to U.S. average
100% 12

737

196%

$ 237 $1,971 $6,437

) Univ of Wash 2,910

Univ of. Wash
index relative
to Group 1

institutions 117%

h State UniV

Waah State Univ
index relative
to Group 1
inst i tuti'on

`2) Univ of Wash
index relative
to Group 2
institut'

3) Univ o!F Wash
index relative
to Group 3
nstituL'ons

1,972 89

114% 130%

2,035 7,006'

0% '9 05%

1,668 1,275 528 1,343 5,314.

67% 84% 105% 85% 80%

123% 19% 87% 100%

110% 23% 17% 91% 100%

3 9
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As in the case of institutional revenues per student, a similar pattern

appears in terms of expenditures per FTE student. The 1,1Coy-Flalstead indeX'

tigures fall off substantially when the comparison group iS altered to improve

program oMparability. It should be_ noted that the division by FTE students

for those expenditure categories Other than instruction is not Nalid and, even

in the case of instruction, comparability, uffers from variations. in prograin

mix by discipline area and level and type of instruction (credit, noncredit,

extension, other).

Recommendations_for Future Comparative Studies

Information regarding state and federal financial support for higher

education has and -will continue to be of considerable interest -to both the

federal government and state governments. The publication -of state by atate

comparisons of financial and related data, while troublesome in many respect

cannot be expected to abate but rather to increase in the years ahead. As the

flow of information increases it is imperative that both users and providers

of,HEGIS data make a concerted effort to improve the utity'of the data.

Data for HECIS is provided by institutiona of higher education. As

.providers of the data, institutions play a significant role in -determining the

qual y of the data collected. Institutions are also affected:by national.

comparative studies which' ten Used by state legislatures in setting state

higher duCation.poliCy. :Institutional representatives, -therefore, must help

to identify appropriate def initions,` data collection-instruments audit

procedures, compare ive analysis guidelines, and publication procedures They

also need--to make a concerted effort to improve the accuracy, timeliness, and

interpretation of information used for Such comparisons.
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The federal government and its education data collection agency, the

National Center for..Education Stet sties (NCES), must also be--responsive to the

needs of higher education institutions. It is important. that incentives be

provided to encourage the submission of accurate data. One of the most-

important incentives would be fo 'NCES to provide periodic feedback to

.institutions nd state o dinating. agencies as to the accuracy of-the data.

oy-Halstead report an example of such a feedback mechanism. This

report, 16wevef, sUffers from the fact that there is a significant lag between

e the darta is collected by NCES and the time= the report released.

Another incentive whiEh could' improve institut.,ional responses to HECIS might bv

the use diEless detailed classification elements in some sections of the REGIS

.for s. .

NCES'should also review its data collection instruments to haure that

meaningul data is be ngcollected and that these data are appropriate for

institutional and state comparative analysis.

Education researchers and other-userS S finance data ,have, a

responsibility to ensure.that,they use HECIS data ,in a meaningful and

aWroptiate manner. In this regard, they must be aware of the comparability

problems associated with the data and of the different organizational

structures present in each state. Researchef.s using REGIS data from particular

states should contact data experts within the state at the appropriate

jrist utionsin-order to obtain clarification on apparent aberrations

data. For-example, significant fluctuations in expenditure or revenue patterns

should be ve tigated thoroughly and the HECIS data verified by contact

representatives at the filet
.\

lens and states affected. Also, in constructing

comparison groups, datausers should' insure that institutions included within i

group are indeed comparable.
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, Co -ara ive analyses -oaf the kind presented in the.NcCoy-Halstead, report

will continue. ,Furthermore, these types .of. analysis can be expected to be

eitended and improved upon 'because they are in demand. Given thia scenario,

the higher educa n community must provide specific suggestions for

improvements and be prepared to back them up. Some suggestions for improvement

e listed below for consideration.

a) Individual institution attention to th.e proper completion ofHEGIS
data,collection forms, particula ly as to definitions and accuracy.

Development of recommendations by higher education researchers and
other Users.of REGIS fidance data as to the appropriate relationships
among data elements; fOr example, it i.s improper to compare research
expenditures on a per student bat

Development by the users of REGIS data of appropriate peer comparison
groups. It should be noted that the establishment of appropriate
comparison groups is largely determined by the type of comparison
being made. For'example; a detailed analysis of revenue and
expenditure, patterns at campuses with integrated health science

,

programs would call for a thorough analysis of program similarities
among institutions to be included in the comparison group.

The development of proper caveats to accompany, any comparative
analysof this,kind. Thesecaveats would highlight data
comparability problems and would be devRloped jointly by both users
and providers of REGIS finance data. They would be desimated by NOES
to all users of REGIS finance data.
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Back round. During e past decade, increased emphasis -has been given to

the development of.deta definition and colleatiOn processes which can be used

for comparative purposes by the postsecondary education community. These efforts

have rangero n data exChansesby'individual departments to aggregate levels.of:.

compat n such as state levels of support done by.M. M. -Chambers, 'theOdlication

Commission of The States, And others; In moat Xxlstances these studies have

focused on a limited definition or aspect of postsecondary education For

example, M. M. Chambers -has attempted to report only:state appropriations for

postsecondary_educa on while the AAU/data exchdnge_group have been working on

inter -in stitutionalexchonge of .detailed fiscal, personnel, and workload data at

the departmental:level. Most of the studies and data exchanges have, relied on

the data collection,. efforts of the participants involved in the study, Only

recently-h more extensive use been made of_ h_-Higher Education General Information

Survey (HEGI S) data collected by the National Center
,

(LACES).

t Educational Stet sties

The most recent'rand comprehensive study using HEGIS data ia the Halstead-

and McCoy study her EducatiOn Financing in The Fifty States." This study

-made extensive use of the HEGIS data and underlined many. of the problems inht elk
,

An the data-base.

Limitations of the.HEGIS data base. If the HEGIS data are. to be used by

the postsecOndary education .community for comparative andplanning purpoges,- a

thofongh unierstanding of the limitations Of.the data is
0
required to guarantee

that conclusions and generalizatiermdrawn from the data are correct= Although

the HEGIS financial data may be u'eful for state. planning in.same cases, in

-WiSco:sin the University of Wisconsin System budget and financial reports-moie-

accurately reflect'the financial statistics for the UW System and hence are used

foie financial planning. The HEGIS financial survey does not include the detail

,
necessary to comparab lity of reporting or disaggregate.profiling ef
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institutionhi uniqueness. A 'discussion of some of the. problems of data definition

and comparability faced"by the University of- Wisconsin System in using HEPIS

data nd probleMs ObserVed in our analysis of national studie&on higher education

finance follows:

1. Scope o -es onses. Since response to the REGIS financial survey is

voluntary, special attention must be 'given to the extent of non responses and-

from which institutionor segments-of postsecondary,OupaLion responses were not

provided. For example, it must be determined whether or.not data are available

from all segments of the adult and vocational education sector. The structure

for providing adult and technical education variessignificantly-among the

0
states. Our review in Wisconsin suggests that in some years the response may:be-

.. _ . - .. .

less than coMplete with non-responses from significant segments of the pest-

secondary educational community. It is not clear that'there is a coordinative

effort in each-state to assist with the prearatiOn and submission of the surveys.

2. YGLjr±pn4ytdiata:- The rapt increases-in inflation combined with

changing fiscal support by state governments dictate a need for current:informs ion

if it is to-useful for planning purposes. Although considerable imprOvement has

been made in the Ublication schedule for the REGIS data, there remains ajlroblem

of data becoming available only after it is outdated. Data which is already two

years old loses much of its value to the University of- Wisconsin System and

is to be assumed that this i:.equallyiltrue for other institution

3. Institutional or stem_ Uniqueness. There is great'divers ty among,

institutions and systems of higher education in the U.S. The diversity exists

both within the structure of the institutions and state systems and within the

ucture of state government appropriations: In fact, there is-significant

div ity among UW-System:inscitutions and aution must be used in making-comparisons

within-the System. Any survey used for profiling the financial support, from a

variety of. sources must be designed to accommodate and rearence differences.
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Pre ently'the HEGIS survey, is :not designed and coordinated in such a way to

provide the user with the detail of differences which exist. among institutions

and across- the states. University:of. Wisconsin 8ystem staff condUcted a

telephone' su vey'of the public Big Ten universities t deterMine the extent

differences in- the HMS.' financial surveys as they were submitted, to NCES.

Following is a brief discussion of the questions asked in the survey-and the

responses fr6m the Big Ten universities.

of-

Question 1. Do current funds include mandatory previsions for debt service

on academic facilities?

In many states the debt service is handled /processed through a separate

gen th iit7re.or no e t service funds on.academit facilities. being',4 *

appropriated directly to the university. In some cases debt service is approOriated

directly.to the university and hence must ,be reported on the HEGIS_survey.as a

mandatory transfer. Ag xeported by NCES, the debt service on academic facilities

included in institutional budgets ranged from $14,700,000 in one institution to

no. debt service reported by otherorfiscal year 1978. Differences in state
- ,

;approaches to appropriating debt service the magnitude abOve suggest, that

extreme caution would be required in comparing total state appropriations among

the institutions surveyed.

9estion2 How-are fee re fissions treated on HEGIS submissions?
-n .

As is the casein reporting debt service, there is wide disparity in the

dling of fee remissions umong the Big Ten universities. The differences
- ,

ranged from one university with no f remissions to-institutions which,handle

them u.s'a reduction I

reporting

fee receipts. It would appear that differenceS in

remissions may have a significant impact on curtent'fund revenues

reported by the hi,hereducation community.
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Question.3. Does your state fund a.s ate public..health laboratory through,

appropriations to the university?'

. Only two of the seven states reported tha state public health laboratories

were funded through appropriations to the university. In one state, the appropriation

for the laboratory was approximately $-,80O,000..

Question 4. Is a cooperative extension service included in the organizational-

structure of the university?

Cooperative extension is included in only lour of the nine pUblic Big Teri

public universities. This finding is not unexpcted since many of the Midwestern

stateshave both a "state univers nand a "land-grant un versity." However,

in Wisconsin he extension function is organized as a separate and autonomous

institution with program responsibilities relating to all public universities in

state. Thus, either a procedure for appropriately allocating these funds

to all universities of the system -or the extension function must be identified

in the HEGIS data base as separa_e institution.

Question 5.. Is a medical school operation included in the, organizational_

structure of the institution? .

The universities repor thatmedical school data were included in the

HEGIS data of/nil univers:: 'es where medical schools exist.. However, in one

state the medical sellocl is a separate organization, hence not included in the

HEGIS'data reported for the 8`1g Ten university in that state. One other gig Ten-

tiniversity'has. no dical school. Differences such as these are commonplace, not

the-exception, in public universities throUghout the country-

Question. s ,here a specific indigent care state-appropriation to the

teacling hospitals, if

It was found that indigent card appropriations were not normally separately

identified at.universs.ties with teaching hospitals. One state was an exception..
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ueStion 7. Does the st4e hav'e A separate coordinating council or board

governing higheil- education?

Only Michigan has no hi education coordinating body. All other states,,

.except Widconsin, have some form of- coordinating function, yet the funding'for

this coordination is not reported through the HEGIS. survey. Wisconsin is the

-only State among -_ the Big-Ten with,a System of higher education which includes all

public -.ollegiate institutions. Since the state is organized as a System, the

funding for the'system Ominist ation is reported on the :MOTS survey. Thus,

the cost of the coordinating function is included in some states while not Included

in others.'

Ques u_aw-

and if so, what are they?

In response to this q estipni most respondentA -ated that they were reporting

in accordand'e with CUBA 1974 principles. We would conclude from this response

that' among the institutions surveyed, reporting of HEGIS financial data is

conscientiously within the limitations'of the survey form.

done

'Although the brief survey conducted by staff 'of the University of Wisconsin.

-System was limited to the questions discussed above, other area of concern for

data comparability must also be recognized. One of these is the manner of reporting

research facilities which are federally funded but. at 'the same time serve as a

majef resource to graduate education-and research. In some instances these

facilities are:Included-completely within the institution' budget, while in other.

instanees the facilities are separately organized and not reported' to NOES.

`The area in which greatest problems of comparability exist is in the

reporting of student financial aids. Mate programing for student financial aid

is suffic intly.diverge that uniform reporting becomes extraordinarily difficult.

This is, tn all -probability, an area in which substantial new work must be done

before confidence in the data is justified. The conclusion to be drawn, from

the survey.-infornation is.that in many areas there is little or no basis, for
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date.comparability between. institutions.: Inconsistent data reporting in'any of

the areas discussed Above can cause signiffcant skewing of information for

9.

comparisons among institutions. However, the cuMulative effect of inconsistent,

data in several of the categories is to make any form of inter- nsttutional
i

comparisons highly questionable.

As Mated earlier, theHEGIS financial/survey does no

. t

HEGIS financial data.for, lannin in the State University System.

to provide the data

/

sufficient detail

equired for the /internal planning and management of a

university system. Nor should the/survey.b designed to serve these purposes..

Rather, a nationalsurvey is useful to the extentthat it can colledt data from

and make results.available to A broad segment of the. nat onal postsecondary

educational community. In some instances the,HEGIS data might provide, useful

data on a statewide babis/ .' However, given the diversity ,among ,the state and

/

the differing needs for/management and Planning information, the State structure

should assume responsibility for 'definition of data unique to a particular

state. Within the Unive ity of- Wisconsin System, data systems deSigned to' et

the information requiemente within the System are well developed.

What then ,are the needs for }LEG'S data within e state university syste

There are several, some of which can be met - through the current- SurVey, while othhrJs

Will requi e some modifications or resthitturing of ,the current survey instrument..

,

National urveye are most useful for those situations requiring national.data.

for either comparative' data on.an aggregate bas or for rather:The, need may b

specific data about particular types institutions,

During, a UW System study on the scope of higher education In Wisconsin;

as useful to analyie the percent of total expenditUree Of the instruction,

academic support, student services, and institutional support among a group
/,

of Institutions nationally. The HEGIS data tapes provide a readily available-nationally.

source this analysis. It was possible to select institutions of comparable
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:mission and, size and compare expenditures on a percentage basis. For the

purposes of, this study, problems with the HEGIS data base discussed earlier

were relatively unimportant. What was needed was relatively accurate data for
v

a given program,dt specific universities. Even variances in the reporting of such

items as.tuition remissions has. little effedt on the percentage xpenditures

for each oFf the programs. In this example, the HEGIS data was a useful information

source.

The UW System has also used the data tape to do more Specific analyses including

comparisons of expenditures per student for a selected'group of peer instituEioh s,

In these analyses it is necessary'to merge the data from the financial. file with

data from the Student file, Again,: discreet elements from the financial .survey

were seledted. For instance, the expendithre per student for Instruction was

determined using the. reported expenditureS for instruction and student statistics

for full-time and part -time as reported to NCES. FTE students were weighted by

student. level (undergraduate and graduate) to reflect possible differences in

the programs of-the peer institutions. Such analyses can be.reliable andfustful

if the data reported by the institutions are valid. However, there exists a

greater possibility of non-comparability of data in studies of this'type' than

the percentage of expenditures study discussed above.. Here variances in institutional

reporting practices such as the handling of tuition remissions effect the results

the study.

There is an increasing nterest, both on the part of institutions and state

..governments for more comparative data about postsecondary: education as a,total

effort.. The Halsfead and McCoy study is the most ambitious effort to provide

these data. However, it is -this type of study that.is of greatest interest

to state decision.makers and for which the present HEGIS survey is least

suitable. 'Aithough the University of Wisconsin-System has had a keen interest

in developing such analyses-over the past several years, we have found-the HEGIS
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flawed as a data pout-6e. The diverse ting

anizational structure, and the significant level-

ibute to p oblemsof on-comparability of data among the.

states 6_ significant magnit de as to invalidate studies at this level of aggregation.

We have found in certain years reporting errors of approximately. thirty percent

in the dollar "appropriated to all d pofftsecondary. education. More "recent

surveys may havesucceeded in collecting'more,complete and accurate data. Yet,

until such problems haVe been resolved confidence will remain low in the REGIS

data aaa so_urce.for comparative studies of the total appropriations for postsecondify

-education among the states. State te her educatienare vjt 1°

osted in comparisons of the level of state suppo and in trends n:the

level of this support. The BEM data -base could be the ideal source for such

-atudies. Wha remains, is to devise better ways of Collecting financial data

and making them available in a more timely way.

od' icationsand refinements.- Cruaial to the design ofany

information system is a detailed analysis of rti6 purposes and decision processes

to be nerved by the information collected. The HEGIS data may now be used in

atildies of a type not intended by the original designers of the form. To the

extent. this is the cas

becomes the

and McCoy study i

nary

re-evaluation of intended purposes of the HEGIS survey

st step in proving the (lath base. _Since the Halstead

the most comprehensive analysis of financing-higher education

that has been undertaken relying-almost ex4usively on the HEGIS survey, a-careful.

evaluation of the limitations of the HEGIS data base apparent this study should

undertaken. A studyof.the type undertaken by'Halstead and McCoy has great

implicat ris for decisions about financing. postsecondary education in the'eountry

and yet it can Only be accomplished by access to data collected at the national

Level.
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Some uggested.modi teations and refinements important. to higher education.

are identified in the Forbe.ljAliat study published. in 1974, thelialstead and

McCoy _study analyses done by the State of Washington Commission for Postsecondhry

Education, analyses undertaken by the System Admidist ation of the University of

Wisconsin System, and others are discussed below. Thisis not intended to .be

an exhaustive statement but to offer examples of the types of 'modifieation and

refinements that would make the survey more useful to the postsecondary education.,

munity, especially to state systems of higher education.

Timeliness. y. Anyone using the HECIS financial data, either through published

studies or bydirect access' to the tapes must contend with data that are not

current. The', lag between submission of the survey by the institutions and release

of the data by NCES.has been reduced somewhat in recent years. However, if the.

data optimally useful, the lag-time must, be further reduced.

More complete res onse. NCES should develop. procedures to improve the

response rate.1

and getting esponses from segments of the postse _ndary education community

It is particularly important that methods for communicating with

such as -nnical institutes and other specialized institutions that may-not

normally, be included "n,the Higher Edueatirin Directory.

Revise the curve form. Careful consideration should be given to ways in

which the survey form can be expanded ithout placing an unreasonable burden on

the respondents:. itAs'espeeially: important that the form be revised to more

accurately profile 'the diversity of postsecondary structures existing among the

states. For example; consideration should be given to specific elements in the-

form for reporting such items as debt service, indigent care funding, statewide

gov=erning and coordinating boards, unique service functions hich may be funded'

through the higher eduoation'budgets such as public health laboratories, tuition'

remissions, Staff. fringe benefits, health science centers, cooperative extension,

and other functions-which are handled in diverseLw:- -the :states An
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expansion of the form increases the cost,, yet without this greater delineation

of the unique aspects of institutions oWligher education nationally, attempts!,

use the data for comparative purposes will continue to be seriously flawed.',

Instituitofial classifications. The present method for classifying institu-

ns needs re- evaluation and the developmen&of more definitive criteria. One;

of the most useful purposes served by the financial and other HEGIS survey- tapes..

the--ability.to draw sampleg of !isimilar institUtione for comparative purposes.

The University of Wisconsin System has found the HEGIS survey f employees in

higher education g most valuable source of data for sala'y analysis. However,
\

we have had to develop more definitive criteria for the selection of peer institutions

than,igavail ble in the NUS data base. Furth_ Jche present HEGIS clhssification

system used does not accurately classify the UW- System institutions relative..

each other

W

Arbitrar- modifications of data by NCES contractors The University o

sconsin'Syptem has experienced difficulty with the arbitrary way in which.: NCES

contractors have modified the survey. forms submitted by the University System.

For example, at imes the total expenditures for.SysteM Administration and University

Extension. have been allocated to theUniversitY .of Wisconsin- Madi 'son rather tharf

prorated among the universities of-the system. In those cases when probations

have ,been made, defensible criteria were not employed.

Better,documentatipr As a user of the data tapesthe UniVersity

1

Wisconsin System has found the documentation provided to be wholly inadeqdate.

Not only is it incomplete but technical .0-lenges occur from. year to year which, 1

seriously complicated access. to the data.

The above stated suggestions are not intended t 'be -all inclusive but

rather indicative of potential- modifications and refneWents which would provide

greater data integrity from the point of view cif the University of Wisconsin

System as ser of the HECIE data. University eif Wisconsin System Administrdtion

Completes'or reviews the surveys before transmission to NCES. .This procedure'
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assures uniformity of response ameng the institutions of the System. We must

work toward uniform reporting within each state and among the'states if the margins

of error in the HEGIS financial data are to 'be reduced to allow accurate, detailed

studies of comparative. financial.statistics'of the postsecondary education-
=

community among and within the fifty states.
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Thq Maryland State Board for Higher-Education (SBHE) collects the HEGIS

finance data from all institutions of higher education in Maryland. This is the

only financial data collected 'annually by the SBHE from the Community Colleges and

Indeponch-.1-11 Institutions- in Maryland. . The SBHE uses the REGIS finance data primarily

-for 'annual comparisons among Maryland institutions and between Maryland institutions

and comparable institutions in other states and for comparisons of trends over several

years.

The ma)br problem inherent in using the HMIS finance data for comparative

purposes is the lack of consistency on the part of institutions ii their interpretation.

the data required on each line. Much of this problem is attributable to the- fact

that the definitiois provided Jith the form are often not detailed,enough to provide:the

guidance necessary to the institutions; too much is left open to institutional judgement.

This problem is more accute for institutions which do not use the NACUBO aCjaltWting

framework; .institutions in this situation must crosswalk their accounting data to the

HEGIS framework. t Institutions which must crosswalk a substantial amount of information

have great difficulty in accomplishing this. A second problem encountered By some

institutions is that they do not receive all of the funds they are expected to report

and frequently d- not know the dollar value of these funds. In Maryland this is the

situation among the public nsti -ions which do not receive4fUhds for employees' fringe

benefits. Many institutions opted. to leave these funds out of their report while other

institutions attempt to estimate them. These are st two of the problemS Which have

cone to the SBHE's attentiohin using the Maryland data for intra-bcate comparisons.
it

problems of consistency become more acute when inter-state comparisons .are made.

ti
Given that Maryland the REGIS finance information provides the only

final-I,. al data received from two segments of higher education in the State and given

that the HEGIS finande form providas the only finande information in a comparable

format for all higher educatiOn institutions-in the State, the SBHE decided it was

necessary to improve' the.consistency of thethe.data reportedon this form by Maryland
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I .

institutions. NCHEMS served as a catalyst for this undertaking with their FIEFM. project.

Maryland participated as a pilot State the NEFM project. The SBHE,convened-a task

for, corposed of representatives from all the segments of higher education in Maryland,

together __h representatives from NCES, to improve the reporting procedures on the

HM IS finange form. The goal of the task forte was to get comparable information from

all institutions In Maryland using nationally recognized definitionsde'finitions,as much as possible.

The result of the task force's work was a set of supplemental instructions to be used

in completing parts A and B of the finance fc In order to delineate the problem_

which the task force resolved, I will discuss the major items included in the supple-

mental' instructions.

current funds t and Part

transfer c. co

Zinc I

wu found that many institutions believed that revenues and expenditures had to balance

or at least should balance; thus the-schools would adjust their figures to achieVe this

balance. This balancing of the numbers affected the validity of the line item detail.

as well as the status of the current fund budget.

?;he p

benej tr.: r paid by the State Department of Personnel for

id be inaiwIed in the data reported.

UP' c't"

-1hould be

The State Board

oets should be allocated to the appropriate

Part 13 which oc rrespond to the perso

The State evenue to pay the fringe benefit

Part A on line State appropriation.

'qher Education a provide the State

be efit, 0 in the aggregate for.iach public
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the public four-year institutions and the corsununity colleges.,in Maryland,

social security and State retirement benefits are included. in the budget of the

Department of Personnel. In addition, the State's share of all health insurance for

the public four-year,ins _tutions included in the DepartMent of Personnel's budget.

Prior to the convening of the task force, none of these funds were reported by the

institutions since they never flow through the institution benefits. The fringe' benefits

paid by the c on behalf of higher education employees will amount to approximately

$10 'million in FY 1981 which is en percent of the General Fund appropriation. The

Department of onnel in Maryland does not directly attribute these funds to any

institution; the SBUE estimates for the institutions the fringe benefit payment based

;on -the total salary dollars suppored.by Statejunds. The exclusion f-thedollars

fringe benefits skewed cost comparisons between the public institutions and the

_independent institutions in Maryland. In addition, the data used forMaryland in

all national studies prior tq FY'1979 excluded the. State's fringe benefit contribution

and thus underestimated the total State contribution to higher education by a_

:substantial amount. This was one of the more serious reporting problems which we

found and one that has, serious implications for inter-State comparisons.

Tho t' taI Collo =5 azrid Unsvers- -ties and the University cif Mari/1 nd

ca_10 ng the costs p f their gave

ics and central adinin e, . to each of their,,,ins tutions.bor

ark

cam These cos. should he included in Part B on line 7,

sumo and in Part A on line 3, State appropri ztion.

In Maryland, two of the segments have central governing boards which receive

antia.I appropriations for institutional activities as well as for the overall

administration ob the system. For, example, all computer expenaes for the State Colleges

included in .their Board's budget and all TIAA CREF optional retirement contributions
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are budgeted to the Central Administration of the. Unive _y of Maryland. Lack

inclusion of these funds in institutional budgets leads to an underestimate of annual

operating '7.0sts. The task force concluded that for valid institutional comparisons

among Maryland institutions all administrative costs attributable to a segm'ent but

not included in institutional budgets should be allocated among the institutions. The

rationale for this was that the governing boards relieved the institutions of certain

adminittratiVe.expenses which institutions not having central governing boards must

provide.

4. Institutive s h -vl.ng programs which do correspond to the REGIS

financial categories should either place these programs in the Most

applicable- HEGIS category; or if the program spans many categories,

hould be.prorated acres the categories.

The public four-year institutions rn Maryland have ap accounting system which

is substantially different from the HEGIS frame

correspond

institutions

pri

k. The budget programs do not

HEGIS expenditure categories in several areas. For example, many

have a budget programi' called lOsegregation which 'includes functions

a ily attributable to instruction, administration and student services. The

schools were instructed to prorate their Desegregation expenditures across the

relevant HEGIS expenditure categories. Prior to the Task Force's instructions,

institutions were arbitrailly choosing a category in which to. place these expenditures.

The public four-year institutions dp not have a budget program titled

academic support, These expenditures are divided between instruction and institu-

tional support. The schools were instructed to fill in their library expenditures

and attribute whatever other academic suppr. a costs they could identify.
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The public four-year institutions haVe a budget program entitled "Public

Safety " which pr imarily includes secu ity personnel. Several other institu cans had

budget pr grams entitled "Campus Se urity." A deoisionwagmade to include all

expenditures, for campus security and public safety in the 1IEG-IS category institu-

tional Support.

The Uriivers- y of Maryland has a budget program entitled "Dedicated Funds"

which primarily includes restricted research funds. The University agreed to allocate

theses funds to the appropriate expenditure categories in Part B.

6, student services should notTart 5, -lude

and 10, scholarships and_ laid- ships,

tudent financial

uld ude

n-of tuition and fees to,students. State i sti Lions should

ude "o ther _
,e grants on line 10.

BEOCs should not he included in either -A.dr B.

College Work Study money should he included in 1)(..t B n program

is n whtch the sqi,vicef. were rendered.

Many institutions in Maryland had been-including financial aid funds in the

Student Services category since these funds were included in their corresponding budget

program. All institUtions. were instfucted to exclude these funds from Part B, line 6

and include them in lines 9 and 10 as appropriate in addition, several of the public

four-yeat institutions. had been including'BEOG awards on both the revenue and expend

ttire side since they were included in their Stage budget in this-fashion. All institu-

tions were instructed to exclude the BEOG funds from the form.

Some institutions were including College= Work. Study money on the Student

S_ 'ices line; others were including it among scholarships and fellowships, still

others were reporting it the expenditure function in which the.. services were
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rendered. An agreement was reached that all institutions would include the expendi-

tures in the program in wh

etc.

the stud actually worked, instruction, library,

A decision was made to include calission of tuition and fees on line 9 of

Part B and on line 1- of Pe

B, line 8, _ &ration and maintenance of plant, should not, include

auppovr --ations. ion does dotes led

coot accoun trout allocation of plant Cos_ auxiliary

entcrprises ld be based on that data. If the data for cost accounting

-diZy avaslable, the following formula should be u ecLfor

al oca coot is to. c u, iliary enterprs The plant costs

attributable to aux itiary.en -prises should equal:

/1 sq. ft.

Part B, line

For.

z

he overat-

ent. total sq.

larlt cnterpi

x total plant co t.

ld include the exlenditiires

ainte_ nce of the auxiliary enterprise plant.

defined as essentially self-supporting

o r-ation; which exist to furnish a service ro students,( faculfaculty or

.lore 'to

he included.

Manv'institutions included the maintenance and fuel costs attributable

.
auxiliary enterprises on line 8 of Part B. The institutions were instructed to

allocate all relevant costs to auxiliary enterprises using either their own cost

data or the -above formula.__

ch charge directly related to the service. Thus

cafeterias and intercollegiate !tactics usuall c should

Several questions raised by the task force concerning the appropriate

and Grants.to include as-Government Appropriations and Government Cont

The Task force .came to the following conclusion:

Ci 1



Part A, 1,?1,17 Z, and- 1, govvriment appropriations should include

rocovory indlroct conto. Public institutions should include the

r fringe Lone. . to on line 3 in ad(4tiOn to their

P ud ar,prapriatLan. The State: Universities cznd Colleges

the l',:versity of Af(-zryland should include the allocated appropria

ion j'or their Boards and central administrative expenses in tine 3.

The COMMUNI: tI Collego8 ad Independent Institutions should include the

fOlmla-fUnded.aid:whiCh they receive from the State on line 3. All

inotitutionsnhould include their match for Federal student aid funds

3 or 4 unless the matching funds are specifically appropriated

for that purpose.

Part A, lines 5 through 10, government grants and contracts, should

include all student aid money except. BEOGs and Federal funds for NDSL

ronege Wnrk Study should be included -in line 6 and State other race

grants in,. inc 8. In addition, all government sponsored research and

other government sponsored programs sho-id be included in the appro-
.

priczto line Dedicated fund q at most institutions should be included

hero on lines 17 and 12, private qifta, grants and contracts.

Part A, Uric 15, sales and services of educational activities, should

not-include revenues for services to students; these revenues should

be --incthided in Part A, line 16, sales and services of auxiliary enter-

="!

tf,

Part A, Line 18, other sources, should include the revenue from

independent operations other than federally sponsored research and

development centers, for example payments to the institutionfor-use

at a summer soccer or football camp should. be included here in addition

to the-other-sources of revenue cited in the instructions.
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op ions, ..should include one the

a Z ly fun( veil and development centers.

This rather lengthy discussion of some of the problems encountered in Maryland

and some of the solutions we have designed is meant to illustrate the complexity of

data comparability .problems. Having found all of these inconsistencies ithin Maryland,

we-have become quite skeptical about comparing cost data with other states.

We use the HEGIS data fOr three types of comparisons: cost and revenue per.

student, percent of,total expenditure or revenue attributable to a certain item and

percent changes in the data over a period of several years. We have used this data

for comparative purpOses among the Maryland institutions. In large part we have used

these- comparisions to highlight institutions which differ significantly. rom Chef

average. !these outlyers then frequently trigger further, more in-depth, SSHE staff

analysis as well as analysis by the respective Maryland institutions.

With a certain amount of reservation, we have made comparisons between

Maryland institutions and similar institutions in other states in order to aid us in

identifying peer institutions. A comparative analysis of expenditures and revenues

per FTES, which is one of the most useful indices, presents further problems because

we have found that .students are not reported in a similar fashion on the HEGIS
5

Aollment form by institutions in other states.

A specific example of a recent use of HEGIS data concerned the Peabody

Conservatory of Music. TheTeabody requested a, substantial aMount- o aid from the

State for an extended period of time. The SBHE analyzed their HEGIS finance form

as well as other REGIS data and LmIpared it with the HE.3IS data from other

conservator es,in the country which provided to=us by ICES, Our analysis indicated

that Peabody's financial condition by comparison with other conservatories was. -not

caused by spending. patterns significantly different-from of conservatories but
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by lack of an adequate end6wment. This led the SBHE to endorse Peabody's request_

for State aid and resulted in a legislative:appropriation of $900,000 for Peabody.

I believe that it is vital to be able to make financial comparisons among

institutions. These comparisons are used for a myriad of purposes not least of which

is tip-convince Governors and Legislatures that the funding level for the institutions

in- your state is inadequate. The experience we have had in Maryland using comparative

information to make this point has been relatively unsuceessia primarily because the

. people we are trying to convince are well aware of the data comparability problems

which exist.

The SBHE would like to be able to use the HMIS data from all states with

a .highdegree of confidence that the information is comparable. We believe we have

made great strides.in achieving this objective for the HMIS finance form among

Maryland institutions. In order for this to be true across all -instktiFt n -i -the

country, Ncgs would have to invest the resources to work with each State in a process-__

similar to that undertaken by Maryland to ensure that areas -of-'hncertainty- are resolved

in a coi ent manner. More detailed instructions could help alleviate some of the

probleMs, but many insti utions have somewhat unique, accounting systems which-require

them to make their own judgements on where bp-classify certain revenues and expendi-

tures. It is unlikely that any one set of instructions will clarify all of the complex

and detailed questions which institutions have. In addition, certain institutions

would likely choose not to comply with certain specific instructions if compliance

re to require an inordinate amount of time. I believe it is unrealistic to pect

that we will ever attain comparability of each item on the REGIS finance form. There-

fore, I think it is incumbent upon us to decide which, issues are most important and

ze

concentrate on resolving them.

From my perspective, as .a first, tep we should concentrate on ensuring that

al revenues and expenditures are comparable so th

can be confidently made among institutions.

comparisons in the aggregate
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Introduction

The financial data collected by the National Center for Education

Statistics (NCES) through its Higher Education General Information Surveys

( HEGIS) represent the only ongoing source of financial information about all higher

education institutions in the U.S. Given the primacy- of this .source of

financial. data, efforts to improve its utility can be expected to have broad

and major.benefit. As a background to efforts for imnrovement, this naner

examines (a) the factors that affect the utility:of this data'set, (b) the

process associated withthe collection and use of that data, (c) the roles

and responsibilities s,of various narties to thaeoroceSs, focusing in

particular on those- of researchers-and finally (d) possible steps for the

future to imrrove the usefulness of these data While this discussion- is

ca in broad rather than specific terms, it was felt that such a background

would provide a much needed context for the subsenuent examination of

specific and detailed recommendations.

Utility of HEGIS Finance Data

It is important to review what factors affect the utility of any data-

set, since improvements in utility are denePdenton these condition's. While

the author proposes- her own set of -factors and outlines spetiftc steps to

improve these factors, this list is only proposed as.a starting point for

further input and development. -It should alSo be noted that while these

factors have been identified specifically in the context of,HEGtS finance

data, they are in most cases .generalizable to other data collection and use

effortS. The following factors are identified.as affecting the utility

f HE-VS finance data:
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quality of the data

relevance of the data for decisionthaking

accessibility of the data

timeliness of the data

cost-effectiveness of the data

Each of these dimensions is discussed below.

/a the cl.al Re es a a ion

ins t

The purpose. of atherin data in this arena is to provide empirical

reflections of the status of institutionalfinanoes, depicting who provides

what funds, how they are used, and what assets are accumulated, Yet .even al':heir

best, such data are only an abstraction -Of reality and thus never as good

as the reality itself, This recognition is important to bear in mind,as

one seeks to both'callect and useAata dePictiPg the finances of higher,

education; As such, we must not pretend that these data, despite their

empirical- concreteness,--are more than they are As stated by Fellaqi "data,

,colleqtion typically involYes compromises between the conceot.a decision-

maker might wish to. measure (the "ideal concept' and what is nossible and

practical to measure (the "Operatienalized concep 1) . Such'difficultie

are endemic to data_ collection and are not easily 'esolved. A-specific

example in the context of HEGIS financial data would be "instruction"

expenditures. AS an concept, it is clear that instruction happens

Ivan P, Jellegi, AssiStant Chief Statistician Social Statistics, Statistics'
'Canada-in Data, Statistics, .Information Some Issues of the Canadian Social
Statistics Scene. Statistical Reporter, April 1980, PP. 168-18L,
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in a variety of settings the classroom, in the dormitory, in a lecture,,

in a "language" house, at a concert) using a variety of resources (faculty,

other students, visiting lecturers, facilities, eguinment- and time). Yet

to represent these "operationally" in this case,-we pie,. a single mediuM

(money) and somewhat arbitrarily allocate certain portions of resources to

this function (as opposed to doing prec!se studies of time and resource

allocations) to reflect the extent of activity and Costs in this area. These

allocations are, made despite joint product problems among instruction, research,

and other program areas in term, of faculty time., space and equipment use, .etc.

The resulting data are therefore an abstraction of reality, and ,judgments

are needed about the "quality" of the data as an abstracOm' Statistically',

quality traditionally judged ir. terms of the validity,of the data in

approximating reality, the reliz.biltfK of the data in repeatedly'measuring that

reality, and the sca*iy of.the data.in.termSof how closely it measures

reality.

LACES periodically condLicts validation studies to assess data quality.

In addition, various institutions, state agencies and other users haVe been

concerned with assessing the qualityo. f these data Studies such as those

Conducted by Minterand' byAndrews suggest that the quality of the HMIS

financial data is improving. At NOEMS, we are attempting to develop a set'

of procedures we can use to assess data quality in a broad way as we acnuire

new data tapes. The procedures use a variety, of common. measures (e.g.,, state

and local appropriations per student, instruction expenditures per student,

operation and plant maintenance per assignable souare feet, etc.) to examine

the data reported by institutions of various types .to identify unusual

values. Where such -values are found, we contact the institutions to determine

if such occurrences are correct or not.
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Continuing efforts to assess data quality are needed. In those areas

found to be problematic, NCES shoold consider ) further.definitional,

Oa if cation,,b) changes in existing survey forms (in,thd categories,used),

and /o supplementary surveys if warranted. Through the:publicatiOn of
1

a se ies,of guides, byNCHEMS.Onder'NCESspousorshtp, significant steps in

this dir,:ctfon have already been completed. An additional step of pro,,

yiding-feedback to,those reporting data (through, institutionalcprofile

reports developeclusing.HEGI& financial and bther-data)shoUld also help.

integrity of data is a.rela..ed dimension of data- quality. .11 parties

tb the use of financial information muStbe assured that the.data have not

been tampered with either in collection or analysis,. to serve noliti.cal

purposeS. To assure integrity, care must be taken that data are not changed

arbitrarily ( e.,,prOcedures governing all,hrovidersmust be folloWed) that

only recognized parties can submit and change'data (i.e., there is vreoular \

and anointed provider of data);-that the data are widely and generally shared,
0/

and that the analysis performed is Subjected-tovidespread scrutiny. Thescrutiny.

responsibility for the integrity of...data is elearly .broadly distributed

among providers, collectors, researchers and the ultimate users of theie

data'.

( Yi,v27 Data or DeiBionmak vnq
,

The need for and applicabilitY of finrcial data:can drilySte judged

by the users f-such data in nigher'eddcation, there have recently been a

ic-qe number-of users of, HEBIS'f,nancial,data, indiCating that Suer' information

2Douglas H. Collier and Richard H. Allen, Hi :RI]prjus2I.J2nfinance Manual, Vols'.

(Boulder, Colo.: National Center for Higher Education Management Systems, 1980);
Richard h. Allen, HEGISLIDEJALB!EEtir29_Buide: 1980 Edttionjapblder, ColO.
NCHEMS, 1980);'Douglas J. Collier, The Valut-of Uniform Financial Datajor-the
Institution ,and:tWState: A Case Std Bou per, Co o NCHE S, 980
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As high relevant. At issue then is whether there are certain changes that
r

hould be mdde to intreasetherelevance ofthis data:set to spec ific users,

j'er NCES 'generaLstatisticaYagencY," attempting to Serve a multiplicity

of users, this, task is a,oarticularlytAiffi6lt one. As .a result -they- must
,

-1

seek te.asSuret6-t the:prOcess used in selecting.data for collection and

diSsemination'is broadlyrepresentatiyeof higher education.

_,bi!MutFihanct Data

While HEM financial data are potentially relevant to.a great many

decisions n higher education, their:aceessibility for these decisions iS not

-always apparent. 'Their existence may be unknown,-the process of acquiring their

may he too complicated or7expen ve or other factors 'may interfere with their

use. NCES has continuedcontrued.to -e prriment with a variety of'dissemination

strategies !EDSTAT, preliminary 1-elease newsletters, special reports, computer

,tape a--t ribution, ctc.) 'to facilitate and encourage ;the use of these data.

The recent increase in 'their use attests to the success NCES is achievirn inF

. _
this domain., however, the-exPeriences-of this.reseircher. in using H.EGM

, ,

financial data at a:detiled level.suggests that use of these data at thig

level of detail is qUite complicated. Oevelopfng .familiarity with-their content, compre,

hending the documentation that_ ' vrovided_yithcoMputertabes, adjusting

to changes in forM and ',Oritent.of documentatipn, identifying which

institutions are inclUded year to year, acid how they are ciasSified-(aS:

,part of vsystem or separate camous)-, perceiving-limitatfiffnS in the data

are all impOrtant taSkS that precede actual use of the data for analysis.
.

For many users such,an investment Aimeand effort,is too costly. At

-issue then is whether NCES can accomplish more of'these tasks centrally as

a way of encouraging grpater'use of these data. Theaccumulated.exPerience

of a number of researchers who have used, these deta could be utilized by

NCES to aiu this process.
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Data

Timeliness is well recognized as one of the most /important attributes

of data. Timeliness requires that there be alidnimum mount of. delay between
..

the time data are collected and comoiledand-finallyreleased.-:* Sach-nromnt

ness,/ :however, also o-rehrgents a-tradeoff-between a quick resnonSe'thatmay-

produCe anrelfable,data,,as oppoSed.to-reliable figures-that take -too long.

0 -generate.

NCES hassubstantialTyimgroved the timeliness of HEGIS financial data.

To further improve turnaround time, NCES shoald_continae to use the SHEE0

Network to obtain more,prompt responses from institutions, should consider

shifting more of the editing responsibility to the state level, and should

consider a standard. sample of institutions who are prompt respondents-for:"

. .

calculating prelimi nary release fi gures. addition, efforts by NCES A0

prrvi de feedback to institutiahsin the. fo-M of Institutional prOfiles would

provide direct incentives to these institutions to participate-more actively

ih FiGS

li-e-Process- of obtaining data is a continual balancing act betweenthe

costs of Acquiring theM in light of the benefits of using.them. These

costs are experienced among all-partiesthe institutions reporting: the

data, NCES in collecting. them, researchers in- analyzingtheM and users n
4

obtaining and applying them. These costs are,.alsaimportant to consider as

part of any_efforts to .imprbve data qbality, relevancy, accessibility, and

timeliness. Further elaborations in-definitions, changes in procedures, and

other _efforts to improve the-accuracy of data all :entail further costs, At

issue then is determining what the proper balance is between improved
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_precision,giVen its cost;-- The cost of following all_ profess r- in person

to calculate,insiructionexpendituretis Obviously too great, But, what is_

_.' "reasonable "" cost? ForinstitUtions, some.nf whomdeVer.-ute these data,

any costs are unreasonable. A better balancing of costs and benefits thus'
A

apilearswarranted., The. provision of institutional profijesis'-on- suggestion

this context to Amprpve',.the. " "benefit"' .side of thi.s equation.

The foregoing section has identified some of: the fac"ors that affect

, .. .

the utility of data ( e.-, dataguality, relevance, ,. accessibility,--tipliness
. .

, .

and cost-effectivenets). ;the:next section looks at how. these data are

collected-and used as a/batis for identifying, strategiestotmnrove this
/

procesS. Improvementl in the nrtcess thus-provide the basis for imnrovements,

in.the utility of the data:.

of collecting and using data is s-obViously quite Orlin-16X

This autholhas identified at least six .major nhases-.-data collection design,

data
call,

ctipn,,,editingi.r _elease,analysis, and use - -with a variety of
,.-

t1J6step in each area (see Figure 1). While the stens themselves arecomnli-
.

cated nough, the process is further comnlicated by the fact that a) all the

are interrelated
the editing stage_- analysis, use.affec

slJc eeding data collection designs, etc.) and b) there are a large number of

participants in this =process (i data nroVi ders t data collectors

users),- each of .whote actions affect. the whole- process.

Efforts to improve-the ntility of HEGIS.financedata are therefore thitil-

s lves necessarily complex. For example, changing a definition. to provide

g eater comparability-and henc_ improved use will hive,to be examined:in ,.
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Figure 1
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light of its. feasibility for reporting ,by institutions. Such changes' there-

fore are dependent.. on the recognition of shared resbOnsibilities- among:all
- -

Participants to this proces5. In Figure 1 the author has,,atteMoted:'to

identifythe relative roles of these four-types of Partittpants 3 FOr example,_

the first step in:data collection design--enunciation of need /use - -is
__ -

depicted as the main responsibility of NCES a heavy responsibility of,

different users, and a iesserreSponsibilitY of data providers and resew

A clarification of perceptions of these roles amenythe,parties.t0

process'is a beginning step for improving the process;-

There are-.atleast-three major implications of this model of the:data

collection and use ..process. The first is that prOcest-Of.imnroving

REGIS .financial data is an evolutionary, -and not a revolOtionary, task-.

The interdependent and recurring `nature of thiS proc-7,

-ffettlYe, changes: and improvetents'1,01Lnecessatilyha

hers ,

is be

i occur over time:

Drastic.changes in'data collection procedures, ,or anal, cannot be

readily accommodated by institutional information .,y items 7tantaneously

measured aid- time - phased protess is thus rewired. ever,given

and-need for high quality information, the deferral -e-improveMent

7difficul t one

and hence are likely-to be ignored.or inadequately, resvi:17!A to. A more

the desire

requiring .a subftant4al degree of.patienoe. among part i ci pants .

-A second implication is-that changesin the procesS. require Substa

amounts of coordinative efforts t6.inVolve-many different partitipants.

e Gpttin0.theattention and active support of these different is a

major task in itsal -active efforts,of concerned parties thus essen-
.

al. The group assembled in this meeting is at least a starting point in.

this regard.

__While,..1,1-.4LSepariiparticipant roles have been inditatc4, it -Should-be,noted
tha- -nv indhidual grOup may tarry out multiple roleS an institution
may a dac provider, a-- researcher and,a data user. Shifting roles at any
Oven . ,
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Third, improvements in the utility.of HEGfS- finricial data will gon-

tigue to occur only through further ,use of-theseAAte... As Raymond Bauer
-

-Stated in Social Indicators,..."the:conclusion seems, to be,that rather.then

nothing It:is'preferable:to start out with bad ti,:4ta; warn everyonelabbLitt

the defects and limitations, end aim at gradual it!nrovement through Use."

While HEGIS financial data have progressed Substantially beyond the-initial

. "

,stages reflected in Bauer'S statement; that-process of iniprovemcnt remain

an evolutionarytset-of -gainsto be achieved nrough continuing"use of HEGIS

financial d6ta. To stop use of these data in hopes Of re.improvements

s intikely'-to serve that goal.

of HEGIS Financial Data--A Researcher' Fors ec ive

rifle the foregoing sections have:looked at the generic factors that

affect the utility of HEGIS financial Al3 the process and participants

, involved in collectingand using- that da his section will identify some

of the advantages and problems associated with using the e'da e- from this

researgher's perspective. In addition', SPecifigections that have been
/ .

taken. in response to specifi& problems will be discussed,

.Thisresearthergas been a-user-of HEGIS data since- 1974.. NCHEMS has

acquired all }EGIS tapes from 1971. to the preSent and uses_ these data
/

extensively in the research pr/ ogram of the Center as well as more recently.,
/

pro4ide-tajlored data reports to Institutions and state 'agencies on reques

e of REGIS I'i ra c cz to Researchern

Upon undertikiany resea

whether -to' useHexisting data

cfragtivttY, the first decision to be made

or-to collect one's own:data set. There



lsno question that use-of existing data will require compromises in

researchAesign- A general statistical data set Such-as HEGIS is unlikely
.17,

te an exact= fit with the needs associated with a specific research under-

This lack of exact fit will require certain assumptions'and/or

extrapolations -and even perhaps some supplementary datacolleetion_ However

the problems associated with not using existing data and embark no on one's
, . .

-own.collection effort must alsoin Considered.' the-co St Of collection, the:

burden on respondents,. theconAsion caused:by another_and likely conflicting.. _ _

.

data set, and the probable lessening of data quality that is associated, with.

ad.hoc or first-time data collection efforts are not to be minimized.. -Given

that: many. of. the ahalysesofHEGIS finaneialdata,at NCHEMS- are'atthe

:detailed ;institutional) level, these difficultieS necestitatedi.the,..

use of HEGIS financial' data.

compensate for someilf the limitations in this data .set series

assumptionShavebeen Made-in'Variout- licatfons,' FOr-example, in the---

Nfctdy/Halstead:. study of financing, the p esentation of state and loeaM:appro-

priations implies-that these funds are,agplied'ici educational and general

eXhenditure purposes where in fact they ma also he used for hospitals,

auxiliaries and/or independent oPerationS. However in the ah ?vice of. data,,

in a source/use format, such assumptions are necessary..

To assure that the uses made of HEGIS finance-data were bOth appropriate

and relevant to specific decitiOnM6king needsNCHEMShas alwaysutilized L--

the opinions of experts' and constituents in:ma ing these.. assessments -. The,

Jise'Of task fortes, field revIew.of data and reports,neer reviewAT-other

researchers, and -subseqbent redetign efforthaVe provided a rich source

external.input on the data andrthethOdology used in our work. Specific

Marilyn McCoy and 9. ,Kent Halstead, Hi-her. Education Financin in the-Fifty
States Interstate ComparisonsTisca Y ar IJ 6, reviewe

.D.C.: NCHEMS and National Institiite of Education; 1979
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examples of changesresulting from such input include a different and more.

detailed categorization, of instit6tions,,.chnges the measures used

specific studieS, additional analysis to enhance. the relevance of

particular,study, and initiation of supplementzWy Surveys.
1

AccJesibt.ii HEGIS Finance Data'to Researchers

As previouSly indidated,thelorecess of readying the financial data

for analYsiS is a Complex.onedeSpitt substantial accumulated experiefiCe'.

with these data on the. part-ofthis researcher. The 'documentation

associated with the HMS tapes is often not suficintfrcim a user's

perspective. While there have been-substantial improvements in the docu-

mentation provided by NCES with.their'data tapes, documentation on `older

tapes (pre-1976 data) is sketchy and difficult to interpret. Even-with the

improvements in- documentation in recent periods, the. documentation that

.

-.provided' is'too terse (not explanatory enough)-i6 many case. Areas where

further documentation is needed include: explaining how the .universe pf

institutions changes year to year, how the 'reporting universe is structured

.g. , what iS,a branch campus, Main campuS, system offite how the data

have been edited, what "imputed values"mean,and identifying changes in the

data collection- instruments as theY',,occur:, The current tapeS as provided,

-1s° include-a variety of,extraneou5 codesand: ecprds. that are distracting.

and inefficient for analysis, This researcher would 'encourage NCES to

continue their plans' to develop a "users manual .to aCcompany-the

distribution of tapes In-addition, to the extent poSsib12, a deletiOn of,

extraneous material froM these tape's and the-development of a consolidated

dime series of tapes would greatly facilitate the utility,of these tapes--



to bOth experienced -and'hovice users.-- Ip the-process of making

.improvementS, the expdrience of past users cap be used.

HRGiS,Fihbfnce I car Researdh

Over the six -year period that this researcher has used HEGIS data,

there has Clearly been major improvement in the quality of financial data

,as,judged by many different insti ions, states, and researchers-in higher

education-. ,Nevertheless, important problems -remain. -A spedificliSting
,

-of. smile .Of the more obvious :limitation appears- in Fioancin
. .

in the Fifty States, FY16, Appendfx..A, Section 2 and.,reprinted in the

Materials for this meeting.. these domparablitY- iSsue5-are'notyisible-to-.

,
'someone analyzing `a computer tape of HEGIS-f ndes ---Rather,-they have

beenbeen identified through the pohlicaticin'and use f the HEGIS finance data

by those in the field. Since-many of thel_imitation- listed in that study.

were.related to differences in practices among the s,tat s, a survey has'

recently been developed and sent to the states to determines the prevalence

'and magnitude of these problems, The results of thiS survey will be available

for inCooeati-on:in analysis inclusiOn in data ..caution sections,- and. for. -;

'OeposeS,ofConducting sensitivity studies to determine the impact of data

problems on analyticaFresults.-
-,1 -

Sbme of the data, limitations discovered in the process of pnalyzin and

using HEGIS 'financial data are in fact- errors -'in eportina.that can be

corrected. What '9', needed is a process, maintainecrby-NCES, for Correcting,

known iata:erftts. At the current_ time, no. such procedure exists. A

potential, model in this regardjhi..paCtice Of the National. Science-

Foundation whereby an.institution.cancontact_NSF and correa.any errors

..,.fOrJirioe)/ears Onde -identified,

56ail Norris, Executive Coordinator, Washing
Education, is spearheading this effort.

n Council for ostsecondary
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Mofe:tYpital of the data-limitations however are problems with the:-

Procedures them-selVes (i.e institutions repert,correctly but because of
,

.differenceSamong institutional and state practices the data-are

comparable). For example, certain vocational.-tethnloal institutions are

not part of the REGIS universe and 'debt `service may in one case -be

out-of_ turrent institutional funds and in another- casejlandled by' a

separate state agency,

sate for some ofthe known data problems. For example, in the

paid

In some Cases, 6:researcher.cananalyti tally compen,

Ease of

Aifferences in the- organization of medical schools, it is possible through-
-

the HEGIS-degree file to identify how such schoOfs are organiz d. This

knoWledge can be-applied analytically;_ifdeemed appropriate, to separately

.-report data' for thoSe institutions that have-an-integrated me ical school

frOm thOSe who don't.

TaAddress problems associated with existing proceduresi NCES should

authorize a reexamination of financilal reportingpractices.flrom thei.perspec ive

f

of higher education financial data users, involving others in that process

(institutional data Providers 'state representatives,fand researchers).
.. .

:Because. any changes that-would emanate from such an effort would riot be

Iachieved immediately, continued efforts-to highlight-these data limitations.

and to caution users of these data must continue,
-0

,

,Other.efforts.td improve-data.gual ty could include.:

better feedback to NCES from -thPb oh& educatiO

known data.problems

feedback from institutions using institutional profile reports
_

community of

Lise ofzross-file editing

hvolvement.of the states in providing local assistance in 'lifter-

pr -ting reporting procedures
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more interaction:by.NCES staff with edit contractor to. assure..

Orocedures are followed properly and completely documented

institutional involvement when edit questions arise the data they have reported

Timeliness.o REGIS Finance Data or Research

While NOES has made remarkable Progress in their release of-NE(31S

finance. data, some additional improvements are:probably poWble. Such

improvements.however.are probably more dependent on efforts within-the

-postsecondary community than on NCES efforts mproved responsejimes by

-institutions is one needed step. EffortS by a state. postsecondary agency

to. ncourage and facilitate this response have.Oroven.belpful t.the Pas

and thus should be continued. Secondly, A shiftingof many editing respon-

sibilities to the,4ocal .e.-state level) will likely facilitate

better timeliness and improved data quality. Inh general, -NEES is. too

.

removed from.the scene to. e in a position to judge the accuracy of data',

The Maryland example described by Lapovsky is a godd case in point; showing

effective state editing to improve comparability timely fashion.

Co or Research

It has Airead:/ been stated that compared to the cost of directly collecting

finanCial data from approximately 3000 institutions oneself, HEMS financial

.dat6 are very :cost - effective fo.rreseardh, purposes. Changes in the docu-

mentation already detailed would further reduce, costs. Frorri-iT.more general`-

user perspective, more efforts by NCES.t0 publish. summaries and analyze,''

repOrtswould make use of theteAata economicolly.feasible or mbre'users.

`110wever, z regular schedule for the release of financial tapes would greatly
'facilitate the sdheduling of research. work and hence its timely release for u-s,
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The further development of data-services to meet the needs of individual

users such as institutions would also improve the cast-effectiveness of-

using these data sources,

44hilethe previous:comMents- relate to he utility of HEGIS finance
..

--data-from-a-single-researcher`s_perspective Fioure,2Pr011tdes a listing

of recommendations -at various stages in. the data collection and use process and

for different participant groups. Repogni2ingthe shared' nature of these-,

responsibilitiei agreements to a process-of chadge by each of these

participant groups iS,required.

SIgpsforthejutLire

In additidn to the specific.recOmmendations. identified i n Figure 2 to=

improve the utility-of HEGIS finance datd, tilefollowing,three general Steps'

are proposed:

1. Develap,a plan for broad-based participation. :1 'a review of

HEGIS. financial data

It has been five years since the lastset of changes -to the-HEGIS,
,

finance form were impleMented.. It now seemS'approoriate in light

of the. current recognition of limitations in thtdatd set to

embaFk-6ff'rrevision effart, Soch-a revision. should focus heavily

on the quality and relevance dimensions of the HEGIS finance data.

Users of HEWS finance. data should be heavily Tepresented along

with instAtutional data providers, NM and the researchrcommunity.

Identify ,the fa6tors that affect,the utilityof HEGIS:linance,data

and prioritize recommendatidns for changes..

.-While five factors were identified in this paper -here are.

. . _

probably additional factors that should be considered. Specific-
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recommendations should be developed in each Arba and then

prioritized in order to focus the efforts for change.

Promote the widespread use of HMIS financial data.

Given that improvements inthe quality of data are so dependent

on the extent of its use", itis important that the higher education

,t

cow:Unity shoiild work together to support. the use of HEGTS; to

discour:age the proliferation of duplicative and bUrdensome data

collection efforts; and to continue to document limitations in

existing data in order to support cautious and informed use of

these data-, concurrent with efforts to improve these data.


